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Abstract. In the last 25 years, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has advanced to be one of the most innovative and successful translational optical imaging techniques, achieving substantial economic impact as well as clinical acceptance. This is largely owing to the resolution improvements by a factor of 10 to the submicron regime and to the imaging speed increase by more than half a million times to more than 5 million A-scans per second, with the latter one accomplished by the state-of-the-art swept source laser technologies that are reviewed in this article. In addition, parallelization of OCT detection, such as line-field and full-field OCT, has shortened the acquisition time even further by establishing quasi-akinetic scanning. Besides the technical improvements, several functional and contrast-enhancing OCT applications have been investigated, among which the label-free angiography shows great potential for future studies. Finally, various multimodal imaging modalities with OCT incorporated are reviewed, in that these multimodal implementations can synergistically compensate for the fundamental limitations of OCT when it is used alone. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.7.071412]
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1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is one of the most innovative and rapidly emerging optical imaging modalities in the last decades because it is capable of perfectly noninvasively exploiting the wealth of morphologic and functional tissue information in the first few millimeters of organs. Since the beginning of OCT in the late 1980s and beginning of the 1990s, more than 50 OCT companies have been created, more than a hundred research groups are involved in OCT, over a thousand OCT patents have been granted, and more than ten thousand research articles have been published—mostly in ophthalmology, followed by technology-related journals and cardiovascular publications (http://www.octnews.org). In ophthalmic diagnosis especially, OCT is the fastest adopted imaging technology in the history of ophthalmology. While 108 million x-rays, 30 million single-photon emission computed tomographies (CT), positron emission tomographies, and CTs, and 26 million magnetic resonance (MR) imaging examinations have been performed in 2010, ~32 million ophthalmic OCT scans have already been conducted (http://www.octnews.org). In >110 years of x-ray imaging development, the ionizing radiation dose has been reduced by 1500 times; imaging speed is 257,000 faster; its contrast significantly increased and the images are much less blurry. In e20 years of OCT development, on the contrary, the axial resolution has been improved by >10 times; the imaging speed is increased by more than half a million times; image contrast is greatly enhanced and many functional extensions of OCT have been developed.

The original idea of OCT was to enable noninvasive optical biopsy, i.e., the in situ imaging of tissue microstructure with a resolution approaching that of histology without the need for tissue excision and processing. Thus, we have the following prerequisites: (1) visualization of subcellular morphology (i.e., ultrahigh isotropic resolution), (2) three-dimensional imaging (resulting in the need for ultrahigh imaging speed), (3) sufficient (tissue) contrast, (4) molecular, biochemical sensitivity (i.e., sensitive to absorption of diagnostically relevant endogenous or exogenous chromophores), (5) localized (quantitative) functional tissue information, and (6) sufficient (diagnostically relevant) tissue penetration. Axial resolution improvement (prerequisite 1) has been the key technological milestone in the history of OCT in its first decade which has been achieved by using ultra-broadband sources. OCT imaging speed improvements (prerequisite 2) evolved in its second decade, which were accomplished by Fourier domain (FD)/spectral domain (SD) and swept source (SS) OCT. While in FD/SD OCT speed is mainly determined by the readout time of the camera in a spectrometer, the wavelength-tuning speed of swept sources is the decisive factor in SS OCT. In the past 5 to 10 years, different swept source technologies have emerged to significantly improve imaging speed in (commercial) OCT systems—especially the ones using wavelengths >1 μm. In the present paper, the state-of-the-art (ultra)high-speed SS technologies are reviewed and compared (cf. Sec. 4) and an outlook of even further improving OCT imaging speed via parallelization (line- and full-field OCT) of OCT detection is presented (cf. Sec. 5).

OCT contrast enhancement (prerequisite 3) has been accomplished by introducing polarization-sensitive OCT phase-sensitive OCT, optical coherence elastography, spectroscopic low coherence interferometry, elastic scattering spectroscopy, and nonlinear interferometric vibrational imaging (NIVI), as well as employing endogenous or exogenous contrast. In this paper, a recently developed contrast...
improvement for OCT, named label-free optical angiography, is reviewed (cf. Sec. 4). Some of the above-mentioned contrast enhancement OCT extensions are targeted to enable OCT molecular and biochemical sensitivity (prerequisite 4) as well as localized (quantitative) functional tissue information (prerequisite 5), with the most successful one being Doppler OCT. Though having been improved in many aspects, OCT so far is still not sensitive enough to provide absorption contrast or biochemical and molecular information. Therefore, multimodal optical imaging modalities with OCT incorporated have become a hot research topic. In this paper, the following combinations are reviewed: OCT with multiphoton tomography (MPT, for subcellular resolution); OCT with nonlinear microscopy (for label-free molecular tissue information, cf. Sec. 5.3); and OCT with photoacoustic imaging (for enhanced absorption sensitivity and penetration depth—prerequisite 6, cf. Sec. 5.3). Previous reviews of OCT focused on advanced screening in the fields of primary care, microscopy, rapid tissue screening, phantoms, high speed and translational research, while recent application-specific OCT reviews covered ophthalmology, dermatology, novel applications in pulmonary medicine, cancer and optical coherence elastography, as well as OCT post- and signal processing. This review focuses on high-speed technology (SS light technology and parallelization of OCT detection), label-free angiography, and multimodal OCT.

2 Swept Source Lasers for OCT—Light Source Technology Enhancing Imaging Speed

Despite the boom of new SS technologies in recent years, it is noteworthy that none of them is at the moment even close in maturity and reliability to that of the superluminescent laser diodes (SLDs) that have been already employed in (commercial) OCT systems. Nevertheless, swept sources seem to be the OCT technology of the future since they have the potential to offer significantly higher scanning speeds, extended depth range with significantly reduced sensitivity roll-off, reduced fringe washout from sample motion or rapid transverse scanning, and improved light detection efficiency due to dual balanced detection. SS OCT avoids the need for spectrometers with line scan cameras, but requires a high-speed, narrow line width sweep source. Spectrometers have limited spectral resolution due to the grating resolving power, beam spot size, and finite pixel dimensions of the line scan cameras. Narrow line width swept source enables spectral resolution in SS OCT, which can be much higher than that of SD OCT. For OCT applications using wavelengths >1 μm, SS OCT seems to be the most promising technology of choice because indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) line cameras are limited in speed and number of pixels, and are more expensive than silicon line cameras. SD OCT suffers from significantly more SNR roll-off with scanning depth than that achievable by using narrow line width swept sources. The seven most important swept laser technologies (from six companies; cf. Table I) are reviewed and compared in terms of their potential for (commercial) OCT systems. Only those technologies that have been commercialized or are on the verge of commercialization have been reviewed. Novel emerging scientific approaches for swept sources are not considered in this paper.

2.1 Axsun Technologies Inc., Massachusetts ("a Volcano Company")

The laser engine consists of a swept laser module, control electronics, k-clock, balanced receiver, and data acquisition board, which samples on k-clock transitions (information in this section is from www.axsun.com). More specifically, it contains a reflective microelectromechanical system (MEMS) tunable Fabry-Perot filter, a broadband gain chip, and a fiber reflector that forms the other end of the laser cavity and serves as the output coupler. Filter tuning is accomplished by changing the drive voltage on the MEMS filter. Fiber extension brings the equivalent air length of the cavity to 104 mm such that there are a handful of laser cavity modes underneath the filter at all times. The fact that this external cavity laser operates with a cluster of modes, rather than a single mode, leads to a coherence length that is an order of magnitude or more smaller than single-mode semiconductor lasers. Multimode operation can also increase relative intensity noise (RIN) though. The 100-kHz laser operates with two pulses traveling in the cavity at once separated by half the cavity round-trip time. With longer path mismatches, pulses can interfere with their neighbors, leading to the coherence revival phenomenon. This external cavity laser uses a digital k-clock, which is derived from a fiber-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Main envisaged innovations include doubling the scanning speed to 200 kHz and increasing coherence length by adjusting the filter bandwidth.

2.2 Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. (NTT-Advance Technology Corp.), Tokyo, Japan

A high-speed KTal−xNbO3 (KTN) light deflector is used in an external-cavity laser (Littman-Metcalf cavity configuration) that has no moving parts (mechanical free high-speed operation) (information in this section is from www.ntt-at.com). It deflects light using an electro-optic effect. KTN has a very large electro-optic effect (20× higher than lithium niobate), which changes a refractive index by an applied voltage and bends the path of a light beam in a direction. The KTN crystal is precharged by applying ±500 V dc for 10 s and then scans the laser wavelength by applying a ±400 V sinusoidal voltage to the crystal. However, KTN simultaneously exhibits the characteristics of a cylindrical convex lens because of the trapped electrons. This convex lens is compensated with a cylindrical concave lens because the lens power inside the cavity degrades the instantaneous line width of the laser. At the moment, the scanning wavelength range is ~80 nm with 20 mW output power and up to 200 kHz (sinusoidal) sweep speed with a ±400 V deflector driving voltage at 1310 nm. The duty ratio changes from 50:50 to 70:30—at the moment, 200 kHz drive signal with one-way imaging—enabling a 50% duty cycle. Main envisaged innovations include 100 nm sweep width, 20 mW optical output power at 1310 nm with 200 kHz sweep rate and 8 mm coherence length—equivalent to 4 mm scanning depth (~6 dB signal roll-off), standard deviation of timing jitters between adjacent A-lines: <200 ps, which corresponds to a phase difference of <0.05 rad at a path difference of 1.5 mm of a Michelson interferometer.

2.3 Insight Photonics Solutions Inc., Lafayette, Colorado

Sweep flexibility of the akeinetic laser is purely software-driven. The all-semiconductor laser’s distributed Bragg reflector-
like structure increases the finesse of the cavity by a factor of approximately nine times, resulting in a narrow line width. The small dimensions of the laser cavity and the fact that the entire cavity is on a single rigid structure substantially reduce cavity length variation. Superior line width and spectral performance are natural outcomes of the very short waveguide design. Experimental data show that moving from any wavelength to an adjacent wavelength with the all-semiconductor laser takes \( \sim 2.5 \) ns. Because the duty cycle is software-controlled, it is adjustable and, hence, can be set to almost any unidirectional value from 5 to 95%. The all-semiconductor laser is inherently linear and does not require an external optical \( k \)-clock. The laser self-generates an internal electronic \( k \)-clock. The laser forces the \( k \)-clock, and eliminates the challenges frequently associated with the nonuniform triggering of the data acquisition. No postacquisition resampling is needed, avoiding ghost images and reducing computation time. The akietic laser has a typical RMS linearity of 0.001% at

### Table 1: Comparison of state-of-the-art swept source technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device/system</th>
<th>Sweep speed</th>
<th>Sweep width</th>
<th>Output power</th>
<th>Phase stability, duty cycle</th>
<th>Coherence length</th>
<th>Comments (pros and cons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axsun optical coherence tomography (OCT engine)</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>100 to 140 nm (at (-10) dB) at 1050 and 1310 nm</td>
<td>15 to 20 mW</td>
<td>50% duty cycle 12 mm double pass coherence length ((-3) dB)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Longest on the market; hence, it should be most mature source, 200 kHz demonstrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTT-AT KTN based, mechanical free sweep source</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>80 nm (at (-10) dB) at 1310 nm</td>
<td>20 mW</td>
<td>50% duty cycle 6 mm round trip coherence length</td>
<td></td>
<td>Application of ( \pm 500 ) V dc and sinusoidal ( \pm 400 ) V for sweeping. At the moment only at 1310 nm; low duty cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insight akietic swept source</td>
<td>4 to 400 kHz (OCT imaging demonstrated up to 200 kHz at 1550 nm and 102 kHz at 1310 nm)</td>
<td>40 to 80 nm at 1550 nm 30 to 60 nm at 1310 nm (flat sweeping shape (-0.015) dB optical flatness)</td>
<td>2 to 13 mW at 1550 nm 2 to 15 mW at 1310 nm</td>
<td>0.5 mill radians noise and phase stability (&lt;1.8) pm root mean square (RMS) or 8 pm pk-pk 5 to 95% duty cycle adjustable for unidirectional sweep (&gt;200) mm double pass</td>
<td></td>
<td>Easy to use, compact, flexible scanning speed, direct ( k )-clock. Centimeters of coherence length (sufficient), relative intensity noise comparable to FDML, limited sweep range, yet more power needed, no source at 1050 nm, yet OCT imaging at speeds (&gt;200) kHz needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santec MEMS-based swept source</td>
<td>50 kHz/100 kHz at 1050 and 1310 nm</td>
<td>(&gt;10) nm (at (-10) dB)</td>
<td>(&gt;50) mW</td>
<td>(&gt;18) mm (100 kHz) to 40 mm (50 kHz) double pass coherence length ((-6) dB)</td>
<td></td>
<td>High optical power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorlabs MEMS-VCSEL swept source</td>
<td>50 to 580 kHz 1.2 MHz demonstrated</td>
<td>100 nm at 1050 and 1310 nm (at (-10) dB)</td>
<td>10 to 20 mW</td>
<td>1.5 mrad at 0.3 mm 50% (unidirect.)90% (bidirectional) (&gt;200) mm coherence length</td>
<td></td>
<td>No flat spectral sweep shape. No 850-nm source, yet impressive coherence length and sweep speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exalos external cavity laser with resonant MEMS-based one-dimensional scanning mirror</td>
<td>40 to 150 kHz at 840 nm 20 to 150 kHz at 1050 nm 2 to 100 kHz at 1250 nm 20 to 150 kHz at 1310 nm 2 to 150 kHz at 1550 nm</td>
<td>60 nm at 840 nm 120 nm at 1050 nm 100 nm at 1250 nm 150 nm at 1310 nm 120 nm at 1550 nm</td>
<td>8 mW at 840 nm 20 mW at 1050, 1250, 1310, and 1550 nm</td>
<td>50% duty cycle 5 to 10 mm coherence length ((-6) dB)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Only provider at five wavelength regions. Reliable original equipment manufacturer (OEM) supplier for superluminescent emitting diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDML laser</td>
<td>3200 kHz at 1050 nm 5200 kHz at 1300 nm 110 kHz at 1550 nm</td>
<td>120 nm at 1050 nm 220 nm at 1300 nm 115 nm at 1550 nm</td>
<td>(&gt;400) mW at 1050 nm (&gt;100) mW at 1310 nm (&gt;60) mW at 1550 nm</td>
<td>50 to 90% duty cycle 10 mm coherence length</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fastest (megahertz to multi-megahertz) swept sources with most optical power 1050 nm challenging. No 850-nm swept source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: KTN, KTa1-xNbO3; FDML, Fourier domain mode locked; MEMS, microelectromechanical systems.
200,000 sweeps per second (<± 1 pm; ±0.2 GHz) and a linearity span that is typically <± 0.002% (<± 2 pm). Wavelength repeatability of 0.5 pm (standard deviation) and ±2.5 pm span (peak amplitude) have been confirmed for the all-semiconductor laser. In air, a wavelength repeatability of 0.5 pm produces a phase error of 0.5 mrad at 0.2 mm (5 mrad at 2 mm). Coherence revival occurs if a laser is simultaneously oscillating at multiple longitudinal modes of the cavity. Because the akinetic swept laser has a single longitudinal mode, the issues with coherence revival in mechanically tuned lasers are largely avoided. Output power in the all-semiconductor akinetic laser is directly controlled on the chip and can be selected from software. Over the life of a laser, the center wavelength will only vary by ~80 pm based on life-test measurements taken on similar laser devices. The nonactive coherence length of the all-semiconductor laser is in the range of several tens of meters. This is substantially higher coherence than the ~200 mm of currently available all-semiconductor lasers. Main envisaged innovations are user-adjusted coherence length and a software platform allowing detailed control over the laser’s behavior. In lab experiments, all-semiconductor lasers have been demonstrated at 1 million sweeps per second. In the long run, it is believed that the akinetic technology can be pushed to roughly 2 million sweeps per second. With an akinetic laser, other power profiles may be tried by the user, under program control, for application-specific optimization without any other changes to the system. The same technology (with a modified substrate) will be employed for 1060 nm. The electronic drive circuitry is identical for 1310, 1550, and 1060 nm. It is also within the bounds of the technology to work with applications at 850 and >1640 nm. The all-semiconductor technology will allow the production of lasers with wavelength coverage of ~140 nm and wider in the future. The wafer-scale laser manufacturing technology used for the all-semiconductor laser also grants cost-effectiveness to this product. Use of high-volume telecom supplies for the internal electronics may further reduce the costs for this type of laser.

### Santec Corporation, Komaki, Japan

Santec is one of the first companies to launch a swept source especially optimized for OCT imaging: an external cavity laser (ECL) with a polygon mirror and a diffraction grating, resulting in high-performance sources with a desirable linear sweep behavior in $k$ (frequency domain), but suffering from insufficient scaling toward higher speed due to the bulkiness of the polygon mirror, which, in combination with the high price, prevents widespread cost-effective use (information in this section is from www.santec.com). ECLs with a polygon mirror are available at 1300 nm (20 kHz/ >170 nm/ >20 mW; 50 kHz/140 nm/15 to 30 mW; 1060 and 1310 nm/60 nm double pass coherence length/1 to 3 kHz/6 to 8 mW; 0.15% linearity/1310 nm/20 kHz/8 mm coherence length >20 mW) and at 1050 nm (30 to 50 kHz/70 to 120 nm/ >12 mW/6 mm double pass coherence length). These sources will remain research/academic light sources due to aforementioned reasons. Santec also offers MEMS-based swept sources—at least at 1310 nm so far: 100 kHz/ >20 nm double pass coherence length (–6 dB)/105 nm sweep range/ >50 W optical output power, which is also available as an OEM product. This 1310 nm MEMS-based swept source is very similar to the Axsun 1310 nm swept source and is, therefore, considered a proper back-up by some OCT companies. Main envisaged innovations include a MEMS-based swept source at 1050 nm.

### Thorlabs Inc., Newton, New Jersey

These lasers are the first (in 2012) commercially available MEMS vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (MEMS-VCSEL) swept sources at 1050 nm (100 nm sweep range at –10 dB) and 1310 nm (150 nm at –10 dB sweep range) (information in this section is from www.thorlabs.us). The current tuning range of 150 nm at 1310 nm is the largest reported for any MEMS-VCSEL and is comparable to the 160 nm reported for the FD mode-locked (FDML) laser. First demonstrations of coherence lengths >100 nm and axial scan rates up to 1.2 MHz have been accomplished. Ultrahigh speed, high-resolution imaging (up to 580 kHz), high-speed, long-depth range imaging (100 kHz), and ultra long-range imaging (50 kHz) have been demonstrated. A further advantage of the MEMS-VCSEL is wavelength flexibility. Adaptation of the same technology to other wavelengths from 450 to 2300 nm appears to be feasible. The VCSEL is optically pumped at 980 nm (for 1310 nm) or 850 nm (for 1050 nm) through a top dielectric mirror, generating tunable 1310 nm emission, which emerges from the top mirror and is fiber-coupled and amplified by a low-noise semiconductor optical amplifier. Efforts to date have focused on optically, rather than electrically, pumped devices—this makes the source more complex and expensive. Though the ultimate low-cost device will be electrically pumped, optical pumping provides a number of performance advantages over electrical pumping, including larger tuning range and better spectral purity. However, MEMS-VCSEL, like other MEMS-based tunable lasers, can be linearized through drive waveform preshaping. Linearized drive waveforms at 200 kHz axial scan rates have also been demonstrated. The duty cycle is >90% with symmetric forward and backward sweeps. Unidirectional frequency sweep of this source results in a 400 kHz A-scan rate with a duty cycle of 50% at 1050 nm. The system phase stability, defined as the standard deviation of the phase differences between sequential A-scans, measured from a mirror in the patient interface at a signal-to-noise ratio of 57.5 dB (ratio of peak to mean noise) and a depth of 0.3 mm was 1.5 mrad, which approaches the theoretical limit. Main envisaged innovations include MEMS actuator designs to increase mechanical resonance frequency to support higher-frequency drive, development of electrical instead of optical pumping for VCSELs for lower cost and miniaturization (since it would eliminate the pump, wavelength division multiplexer coupler, and isolator), and higher bandwidth and optical power at 1050 nm with improved booster amplifier. A further increase of the tuning range to 200 nm may be possible by increasing the number of quantum wells in the gain region, using a wider bandwidth top suspended mirror, and by further increasing the free spectral range. In addition, it should also be possible to multiplex two or more VCSELs with offset bandwidths in order to obtain increased sweep ranges and improve axial resolutions.

### Exalos AG, Schlieren, Switzerland (Exalos Inc., Pennsylvania)

These lasers are ECLs with a resonant MEMS-based one-dimensional (1-D) scanning mirror and a diffraction grating, resulting in fast tunable sources with demonstrated sweep frequencies up to 200 kHz (information in this section is from www.exalos.com). Due to the use of high-Q resonant MEMS scanners, those sources perform a quasi-sinusoidal sweep in $k$, which requires linearization and signal postprocessing.
However, the sweep behavior is highly deterministic and provides ultrastable long-term phase stability. The laser architecture itself is similar to polygon mirrors, flexible in wavelength, and allows for realizing swept sources from the visible to the near-infrared (NIR). Due to the miniaturized filter architecture, this approach allows for compact, cost-effective swept sources. At the moment, the company is the only provider that offers swept sources between 400 and 1700 nm with sweep rates from 2 to 200 kHz in a miniaturized optical butterfly package that also allows the integration of optical reference (k-clock) interferometers or other optical reference filters for spectral calibration. 10-kHz sweep ranges as wide as 80 nm at 840 nm, 120 nm at 1060 nm, 100 nm at 1220 nm, 150 nm at 1300 nm, and 200 nm at 1550 nm, respectively, have been achieved. Clean imaging performance results in no secondary coherence peaks as well as sharp and narrow point spread function peaks without side lobes throughout the imaging. Main envisaged innovations include next-generation ultrahigh-speed 1-D MEMS scanners with mechanical resonance frequencies in the range of 75 to 150 kHz, resulting in 150 to 300 kHz swept sources. Ultradispersion semiconductor optical gain chips at 840, 1050, and 1310 nm enable ultrawide optical sweep ranges and hence unprecedented axial resolution.

2.7 Fourier Domain Mode-Locked Laser

So far, the main impact of FDML lasers has been the demonstration of OCT systems with dramatically higher imaging speed. The first versions have pushed the speed from several 10 kHz line rate, which have been standard for the first FD OCT systems, to several 100 kHz, and later on, FDML lasers have helped to break the barrier of a 1 MHz line rate with swept sources. Besides the higher imaging speed, FDML lasers have been proven useful for many different applications, where good phase stability, long coherence, low laser noise, or similar conditions are required. Despite these many initial applications, only a few applied or clinical studies using FDML have been published. This is partly caused by the difficulty to build proper OCT systems that can handle the high imaging speed and the fast generated huge data sets by these multi-megahertz (MHz) OCT systems. It is interesting to see how the high-speed FDML results have triggered vibrant research efforts to realize non-FDML sources, which can achieve similar performance. It can be expected that the availability of more than one swept laser technology for MHz OCT will spur research on applications to find out where MHz OCT imaging speeds are required. FDML lasers can achieve ultrahigh sweep rates of up to 5.2 MHz by buffering or multiplexing the sweeps. FDML works optimally at 1.3 and 1.5 μm wavelengths where optical fiber dispersion and loss are negligible. However, dispersion can be compensated for using fiber Bragg gratings to improve performance at 1 and 1.3 μm wavelengths. The fact that the laser light is seeded from the last round-trip and that FDML is a real stationary laser-operating regime reduces the RIN of the laser. The good saturation of the laser gain medium enables very high output powers of 100 mW and more.

Necessary swept source technological specifications for future envisaged (commercial) OCT systems in the coming years would be at least 200 to 400 kHz (with preferred unidirectional sweep), with a 100 to 150 nm sweep range (ideally not at −10 dB but as flattop in linear scale and with good optical flatness), optical output power >10 mW, coherence length of 100 to 150 mm, duty cycle (>90%), high phase stability, linear-in-frequency sweep (picometer range; tenths of gigahertz), and low RIN noise (~150 dB/Hz). At the moment, the perfect swept source for (commercial) OCT in terms of optimum specs, size, price, robustness, and future potential does not exist.

The akinetic, all-semiconductor Insight swept source is extremely easy to use, very flexible, compact, suitable for a miniaturized OCT system (OCT on a chip), and has the potential to be very economical with unprecedented performance. However, it has only been partially explored from an OCT imaging point of view. The VCSEL MEMS-based swept source is no doubt the most developed long-coherence high-speed swept source at the moment. Despite its momentary impressive performance, the short micron scale length of the VCSEL cavity will probably be a risk of generating artifacts due to slight misalignments or long-term instabilities. Furthermore, electrical pumping would be preferred to reduce complexity, costs, and size. Exalos is currently the only provider for swept sources at all five wavelength regions, also including 850 nm. Most of the swept source technology companies entered the market only quite recently. Therefore, an absolutely fair judgment regarding lifetime, stability, and other specifications is challenging. In general, nonmechanical/akinetik swept sources should be a better choice due to the proneness to failure of the mechanical scanning mechanism. The NNT-AT KTII-based swept source is non-mechanical, but seems to be significantly harder to operate and does not promise flexibility and performance features like the akinetic all-semiconductor, akinetic Insight swept source.

3 Parallelization of Optical Coherence Tomography—Pushing Imaging Speed Limits

During the last two decades, OCT has seen dramatic improvements in resolution, sensitivity, and speed. For \textit{in vivo} imaging, resolution and speed are strongly linked, since motion blurring degrades not only resolution, but also sensitivity. The faster the acquisition, the shorter is the measurement time, which is, in particular, important for \textit{human in vivo} imaging. The speed performance improvement is impressive: first implementations of OCT systems achieved a few depth scans per second. Nowadays, based on rapidly tuning SS technology, even several millions of such A-scans have been demonstrated. This allows, on one hand, dense sampling of large tissue patches, allowing for a comprehensive insight into tissue morphology, and, on the other hand, new functional imaging modalities profited from an enhanced flexibility. Nevertheless, even ultrafast systems ultimately strike the physical boundaries given by the detection process. Especially for \textit{in vivo} imaging, the applied optical power is limited by laser safety regulations. Increasing, therefore, the speed, i.e., reducing the detection time, without being able to adjust the applied power, reduces the sensitivity, and degrades contrast and image quality. It is, therefore, questionable if systems much faster than 100 to 400 kHz will be used for \textit{clinical} OCT applications.

A natural way out of this dilemma is to parallelize the detection. The theoretical advantage of full-field parallel OCT (FF OCT) regarding its intrinsic better sensitivity and potentially higher speed has been recognized already with early time domain OCT (TD OCT). Sensitivity in the shot noise limit scales proportional with the number of detected photons backscattered from the sample. It increases, therefore, with sensor recording time and with optical power. Flying-spot OCT covers
each sampling point for a shorter time as the speed is increased. Parallel recording does not suffer from this limitation. In fact, if the time needed for a flying-spot system to sample a tomogram of, let us say, \( N \) lateral points is \( T \), then each scan has a recording time of only \( T/N \). In parallel OCT, in contrast, the full time \( T \) is available for recording at all parallel points. This compensates for the spread of power across the parallel detection channels. The advantage in sensitivity for a parallel system comes now from the possibility to apply more power while still complying with laser safety regulations, since a larger patch of the sample is illuminated. Although feasibility of parallelization of OCT for \textit{in vivo} imaging has been demonstrated, there are some serious challenges that need to be resolved in the future to make it suitable for practical clinical applications. In the following, we will review developments in FF and line-field (LF) OCT and discuss current limitations and possible solutions for establishing parallel OCT and exploiting its potential advantages.

### 3.1 Full-Field Time Domain Optical Coherence Microscopy/Tomography

Conventional TD OCT uses a low-coherence light source to achieve micrometer axial resolution. The light is focused on the sample using a low numerical aperture (NA) microscope objective (MO) to keep the confocal gate long enough to cover the full imaging range in the sample. This avoids the need to move the sample in the \( Z \)-direction. Instead, the sample at a given lateral point is scanned in depth by modulating the optical path length of the reference arm at a high speed. By scanning the sample in the lateral direction, \textit{in vivo} B-scans (\( X-Z \) cross-section) with high axial resolution can be obtained. But, the use of a low NA sacrifices the lateral resolution, which is typically on the order of \( \sim 10 \) to \( 30 \) \( \mu \)m. Beaufrepaire et al. demonstrated that by simultaneously irradiating the FF of view on the sample with a low-coherence light source and detecting the backscattered light using a high-NA MO and a two-dimensional (2-D) charge-coupled device (CCD) array in a Michelson interferometric setup, a 2-D \textit{en face} image (\( X-Y \) cross-section) with high lateral resolution can be obtained. A lateral resolution of two was achieved using an MO of \( NA = 0.25 \). The axial resolution was 8 \( \mu \)m, limited by the low-coherence light-emitting diode light source with a center wavelength at \( \lambda_0 = 840 \) nm and bandwidth \( \sim \Delta \lambda = 31 \) nm (output power = 20 mW). As the confocal gaging was narrow due to the MO with a high NA, the sample was scanned in depth to several hundred microns by moving in the sample in the \( Z \)-direction to create a three-dimensional (3-D) volume image. The magnitude of the interferometric signal from each pixel of the CCD array was extracted in parallel using a lock-in detection technique.

A combination of linearly polarized illumination and modulation of detected interferometric data using a photo-electric birefringence modulator and an analyzer (45 deg) were used to create phase-shifted data. A linear combination of four phase-shifted data (phase shifted by 0, 90, 180, and 270 deg) is used to produce a signal at a given pixel, proportional to \( A \sin(2\pi\delta/\lambda) \) and \( A \cos(2\pi\delta/\lambda) \), where \( \lambda \) is the center wavelength of the illumination, \( A \) is the amplitude of the coherent backscattered light, and \( \delta \) is the optical path length difference between the light from the reference mirror and backscatters in the corresponding sample voxel. The CCD camera (Dalsa, CA-D1, pixels) offered a frame rate of 200 Hz, but the framegrabber (IC-PCI, Imaging Technology Inc.) limited the frame rate to 50 Hz. Sixty-four quadruplet images were acquired to produce an \textit{en face} image [500 \( \times \) 500 \( \mu \)m\(^2 \)] field of view (FOV) in 5 s with a reported sensitivity of \( \sim 100 \) dB (300 mW power on sample). Images of plant cells, such as onion cells, were shown up to the depth of \( \sim 200 \) to 350 \( \mu \)m. Dubois et al. further improved the resolution of the system by modifying the system into a Michelson interferometer with a Linnik type configuration with MOs of the same NA in both the reference and the sample arms. The same light source, signal modulation, and detection system were used as in Ref. A higher lateral resolution of 0.7 \( \mu \)m and axial resolution of 2.8 \( \mu \)m were reported using the MO with a high NA of 0.5. A depth penetration of only up to 150 \( \mu \)m was achieved. The lateral resolution degradation with depth was attributed to the increase in multiple scattering of light with depth in the sample. The measured sensitivity of the system was reported to be \( \sim 82 \) dB. \textit{En face} images of onion cells with fields of view of 160 \( \times \) 160 \( \mu \)m\(^2 \) and 370 \( \times \) 370 \( \mu \)m\(^2 \) were acquired in 0.5 and 1 s, respectively. However, the speed was not enough to image a moving sample, and thus, the imaging was restricted to \textit{ex vivo} samples. Grieve et al. demonstrated 3-D ocular tissue imaging with cellular-level resolution using an ultrahigh-resolution FF TD OCT setup. The system was based on a Michelson interferometer with a Linnik type configuration. A tungsten halogen lamp was used as a light source with a center wavelength of \( \lambda_0 = 770 \) nm and a bandwidth of \( \Delta \lambda = 350 \) nm. The low coherence of the light source provided a very high axial resolution of 0.7 \( \mu \)m. A high lateral resolution of 0.9 \( \mu \)m was achieved using an MO with \( NA = 0.5 \). A piezoelectric transducer (PZT) in the reference arm was used to modulate the optical path length in the reference arm to produce the phase-shifted images. An \textit{en face} image (500 \( \times \) 500 pixels) was acquired in 1 s. However, again due to the limited imaging speed, only \textit{ex vivo} ocular tissue samples (cornea, lens, retina, choroid, and sclera) of rat, mouse, and pig were imaged. It was reported that a sample displacement of \( < 1 \mu \)m was necessary during the time scale of image acquisition. Oh et al. demonstrated better depth penetration in tissue by using a Xenon arc lamp as a light source and an InGaAs camera (SU320 MSW-RS170, 12 bit, 60 Hz) in an ultrahigh-resolution FF OCT setup. InGaAs cameras have better spectral response in the wavelength range of the Xenon lamp source (0.9 to 0.4 \( \mu \)m wavelength range) as compared to Si-camera. Moreover, at longer wavelengths, the effect of multiple scattering is reduced. Depth penetration of \( \sim 800 \) \( \mu \)m was demonstrated by this setup in human thyroid tissue. The reported axial and lateral resolutions achieved were 1.9 and 2 \( \mu \)m, respectively. An \textit{en face} image was recorded in 2 s with a sensitivity of 66 dB. Fig. shows the TD FF OCT system based on Linnik configuration used by Boccara et al.

**FF TD OCT with an on-pixel signal demodulation and amplification using a smart pixel detector array was demonstrated by Laubscher et al.** Although already achieving video rate volumetric imaging, its small sensitivity limited its use for imaging biological tissue. **FF TD OCT has also been extended to endoscopic imaging.** It is based on the coupling of two distinct interferometers: one external to the probe and another placed at the distal end of the probe. The external interferometer is used to modulate the source spectrum. The interference between the light reflected from the reference arm and the light back-scattered at different depth in the sample obtained by the interferometer at the distal end is superimposed with the interference signal from the external interferometer on a 2-D camera. The path length difference
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in the external interferometer determines the depth in the sample. Oh et al. used a Michelson interferometer as an external interferometer, a Linnik interferometer at the distal end of the optical fiber probe, and a fiber bundle for 2-D image collection. A spatially and temporally incoherent Xenon arc lamp light source was used. Cellular-level imaging at a sensitivity of $\sim 77$ dB was demonstrated. However, the imaging speed was too slow (en face imaging in 8 s) for any practical clinical application. Also, the use of a Linnik configuration and bulk optics at the distal end of the probe prevented any in situ imaging. Ford et al. improved the design by miniaturizing the endoscopic probe by using a Fizeau (common-path) interferometer at the distal end. However, the sensitivity achieved was too low for OCT imaging ($\sim 60$ dB). Latrive and Boccara were able to demonstrate in vivo and in situ cellular-level imaging using a rigid endoscopic probe. They also employed a common path interferometer at the distal end and used a Xenon arc lamp as the light source. The axial and lateral resolutions achieved were 1.8 and 3.5 $\mu$m, respectively. An en face image was obtained in 1 s with a sensitivity of 80 dB. Ex vivo images of human breast tissue up to a depth of 40 $\mu$m and in vivo human skin imaging up to a depth of 20 $\mu$m were demonstrated.

### 3.2 Line-Field OCT

The concept of axial-lateral parallel TD OCT was demonstrated by Zeylikovich et al. in 1998, which provides a $X$-$Z$ cross-section image instead of an en face image. The setup typically consists of a free space Michelson interferometer with a broadband light source illuminating a line on the sample using a cylindrical lens in the sample arm. The reference arm has a reflective spherical lens in the sample arm. The reference arm is combined and dispersed using a diffraction grating and detected by a 2-D CCD/CMOS camera. Hence, a spectrally resolved interference signal of each point on the line illuminating the sample, thus encoding ($X$-$Z$) cross-section information. Watanabe et al. demonstrated such a system for high-speed in vivo imaging of a human finger. A sample volume of $5.8(\times) \times 2.8(\times) \times 2.0(\times) \text{ mm}^3$ (corresponding to $512 \times 250 \times 512 \text{ pixels}$) was imaged at six volumes per second with a horizontal mechanical scan. An ultrahigh-speed complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Photron, 10-bit resolution, at 3000 fps) was used. However, the detection sensitivity was only 76 dB (after $2 \times 2$-pixel binning).

It has been shown that FD OCT has a sensitivity advantage of 20 to 30 dB over conventional TD OCT. Sensitivity well above 80 dB can be achieved in the case of an FD OCT even with low light levels and high-speed detection. This also allows for better depth penetration in the sample. This sensitivity advantage of FD OCT has led researchers to develop LF FD OCT, where an $X$-$Z$ cross-section image of the sample can be acquired at once rather than an $X$-$Y$ cross-section (en face plane) as in FF TD OCT. The setup typically consists of a Michelson interferometer with an anamorphic illumination system to produce a line illumination on the sample and the reference mirror. The broad bandwidth light reflected from the sample and the reference arm is combined and dispersed using a diffraction grating and detected by a 2-D CCD/CMOS camera. Hence, a spectrally resolved interference signal of each point on the line illuminating the sample can be obtained in parallel. A simple 1-D FFT (after $\lambda \rightarrow k$ interpolation, $k$ is wavenumber) along the spectral dimension of the data yields an $X$-$Z$ cross-sectional image. Zuluaga and Kortum were among the first to demonstrate a working LF FD OCT system using a technical sample. Grajcar et al. developed the first LF FD OCT system (shown in Fig. 1) for in vivo measurement of the human eye. In vivo images of the anterior chamber, iris, and cornea of the human eye were recorded using an SLD light source ($\lambda_o = 811 \text{ nm}$, FWHM $\Delta \lambda = 17 \text{ nm}$). The detected sensitivity was 89 dB with 2 mW power on the sample. The reported axial and lateral resolutions were 17 and 100, respectively. A full tomogram of size $8 \text{ mm} \times 3.8 \text{ mm} \times 512 \text{ pixels}$ was recorded in 1 ms. The degradation of lateral resolution due to cross-talk was reported for the SLD source. A spatially and temporally incoherent halogen...
lamp source ($\lambda_o = 800\text{ nm}, \Delta \lambda = 100\text{ nm}$) was also tried to reduce the cross-talk. However, the output power was too low for in vivo imaging. Nakamura et al. reported an improved LF FD OCT system for 3-D human retinal imaging. In vivo retinal images over a lateral area of $2.1 \times 2.3\text{ mm}^2$ with 256 cross-sectional ($X$-$Z$, 256 A-lines/s) were recorded in 1.3 s. The effective imaging speed of $51,500\text{ A-lines/s}$ achieved was limited by the frame rate (201 fps) of the camera (ATMOS1M60, Atmel Corp., USA, 12 bit). The lateral resolution was $16.4\mu\text{m}$ along the parallel direction and $9.7\mu\text{m}$ along the scanning direction. The axial resolution achieved was $7.4\mu\text{m}$ using an SLD light source ($\lambda_o = 840\text{ nm}, \text{FWHM } \Delta \lambda = 50\text{ nm}$). It was reported that the ocular aberrations degraded the image quality in the LF OCT system in comparison to the flying-spot FD OCT systems. A sensitivity of $89.4\text{ dB}$ was achieved with 9.7 mW power on the sample. A lateral sensitivity drop of $\sim 30\text{ dB}$ was reported at the edges of the measurement, which was attributed to factors such as the spatial coherence cross-talk due to the aberrations, the tolerance, and the extent of the spot size. 3-D LF FD OCT for in vivo dermatalogical investigation has also been reported by Yasuno et al. Zhang et al. demonstrated a combined adaptive optics (AO) and LF FD OCT system for retinal imaging. A flood illumination system was included to aid focusing at different layers in the retina for AO aberration correction. An 843-nm SLD light source ($\Delta \lambda = 49.4\text{ nm}$) was used for LF FD OCT, whereas a 788-nm SLD was used for AO aberration correction. B-scans ($100\mu\text{m} \times 500\mu\text{m}$) were acquired at 500 Hz with dynamic aberration compensation at $\sim 14\text{ Hz}$. The reported axial and lateral resolutions were $5.7$ and $3\mu\text{m}$, respectively. A maximum detected sensitivity of up to $94\text{ dB}$ was reported. The exposure at the cornea for 843-nm SLD was 1 mW with 1/3 deg line illumination at the retina, whereas for the 788-nm SLD, the exposure level at cornea was $0.73\text{ mW}$ with a 1 deg patch illumination at retina. These exposure levels were well below the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) limit according to the American National Standards Institutes (ANSI) standards. It was shown that the detected sensitivity depends on ocular aberrations. A significant improvement of $\sim 11.4\text{ dB}$ was achieved by correcting aberrations such as astigmatism, third order, and higher orders with a focus on the cones. A degradation of $13.1\text{ dB}$ was reported when a defocus of $\sim 200\mu\text{m}$ was introduced. Images of subcellular structure in the cone photoreceptors were recorded. The problems such as cross-talk and drop in lateral sensitivity as encountered in other LF FD OCT systems were also reported. A full-range (complex conjugate cancelled) LF FD OCT achieved by dispersion control was reported by Witte et al. The algorithm was adapted from a dispersion encoded full-range method introduced for FD OCT. The robust, fast, and 2-D OCT compatible dispersion encoded full-range method based on an efficient peak-finding algorithm was used to suppress the FD OCT intrinsic mirror image by more than $\sim 40\text{ dB}$ and extend the axial measurement range from $z = -1.6\text{ mm}$ to $+1.6\text{ mm}$. Full-range single-shot in vivo images of fingertip and the anterior chamber of mouse eye in vitro were shown. Alternatively to sampling the full signal spectrum for each point along the line using an imaging spectrometer, it is possible to sample the spectrum in time with a line array sensor employing a frequency-sweeping laser. Thus, the problem of spectral cross-talk seen in the spectrometer-based LF FD OCT system is avoided and imaging optics is simplified. Such a system has been reported by Lee et al. The axial resolution achieved with this system was $8.3\mu\text{m}$. A tomogram ($512 \times 1024\text{ pixels}$) was acquired at a speed of $45\text{ fps}$ with a sensitivity of $\sim 88\text{ dB}$.

### 3.3 Full-Field Swept Source OCT

The development of high-speed sweeping (several hundred kilohertz) laser sources has led researchers to investigate their application in an FF OCT setup employing an ultrahigh-speed 2-D camera to increase the imaging speed even more than those of the point scanning SS OCT systems. The FF SS OCT setup usually consists of a free space Michelson interferometer and involves area illumination with a sweeping wavelength laser source on the sample and the reference mirror. The detection of the generated interference signal is performed by a high-speed 2-D camera. The 2-D interference signal is sequentially recorded for each wavelength, and 1-D FFT (after $\lambda \rightarrow k$ transformation) is performed to achieve the interferometric signal...
interpolation) is performed along the spectral dimension to get a 3-D volume image with depth information of the sample. Since FF SS OCT is also an FD imaging modality, it enables higher sensitivity as compared to TD OCT systems. The interference signal with a varying wavelength can also be recorded in the Fresnel or the Fourier plane instead of the image plane, and digital holographic reconstruction can then be performed on the recorded data to yield OCT equivalent images. In the year 2000, Kim demonstrated 3-D imaging of a millimeter-sized biological sample using wavelength scanning wide-field digital interference holography. A wavelength sweeping ring dye laser ($\lambda_0 = 601.7 \text{ nm}$) was used with a narrow sweeping range of 3.08 nm. As a result, a low axial resolution of only 100 $\mu$m could be achieved. Povazay et al. demonstrated an improved FF SS OCT system using a broadband Ti-sapphire laser ($\lambda_0 = 800 \text{ nm}, \Delta \lambda = 100 \text{ nm}$) with an acusto-optic frequency tunable element (line width <0.4 nm). The axial and lateral resolutions achieved were 3 and 4 $\mu$m, respectively. The detected sensitivity was ~83 dB with an average power per A-scan of ~20 $\mu$W. An acoustic mode-mixer was used to generate different speckle patterns formed due to the different transversal mode of the multimode fiber used for illumination during the exposure time to average out the speckle noise. Due to the speed limitations, only ex vivo images of a biological sample (fruit fly) were demonstrated. Later, in 2010, Bonin et al. demonstrated in vivo retinal imaging using an FF SS OCT system equipped with an ultrahigh-speed CMOS camera (Y4, Redlake/IDT, Tallahassee, Florida). A-scan rate of 1.5 million A-lines/s was demonstrated for a sample volume of size $640(X) \times 24(Y) \times 512(Z)$ pixels. An SS laser form Superlum Ireland (Broadsewither BS840.01, $\lambda_0 = 850$nm, $\Delta \lambda = 50$ nm) with an output power of 5 mW was used. The detected sensitivity was only ~72 dB with an equivalent power on the sample limited to 92 $\mu$W/pixel. It was noted that at least a 100 Hz sweep rate was required for in vivo imaging in order to avoid any significant sample motion blurring.

Wide-field imaging does not introduce a confocal depth gating. This important feature enables collection of out-of-focus light beyond the Rayleigh range. If the amplitude and phase of the out-of-focus signal is known, then numerical holographic reconstruction can be applied to get the focused image. Thus, a uniform lateral resolution can be obtained over the whole imaging range. Hillmann et al proposed Holoscopy, i.e., a combination of wide-field digital lens-less holography and SS OCT to allow focusing beyond the Rayleigh range. The optical setup consists of a lens-less free space Michelson interferometer with a convex mirror in the reference arm to produce a spherical reference wave. The holographic data were acquired with the same sweeping laser as in Ref. For 3-D image reconstruction, the recorded holographic image at each wavenumber was multiplied with the conjugate of the reference wave and propagated to a specific distance using the angular spectrum approach. Finally, the 1-D FFT ($k \rightarrow z$) was calculated to yield an image with depth information. This process was repeated for different reconstruction distances to focus on different depths in the sample. The focused region in each reconstruction was filtered and they were stitched together to get an image with depth-invariant lateral resolution. The axial resolution achieved was 14.7 $\mu$m, whereas a lateral resolution of up to 7 $\mu$m was achieved. Improvement of over a 30 Rayleigh range was demonstrated using an iron-oxide phantom sample. The detected sensitivity was ~72 dB. In vivo imaging of a human fingertip was also shown using an ultrafast camera (FASTCAM SA5, Photron USA Inc., frame rate = 7000 fps). Hillmann et al. further proposed an efficient holoscopy reconstruction method to obtain focused 3-D volume images in a single step. It involves interpolating the recorded 3-D holographic data on a nonequidistance grid in a 3-D spatial frequency space, similar to the inverse scattering reconstruction called inverse synthetic aperture microscopy (ISAM) proposed for FF SS OCT, and then calculating the 3-D FFT to get an OCT equivalent image of the sample. However, unlike ISAM, this method does not calculate the regularized pseudo inverse of the forward-propagating kernel. Instead, the recorded object field is numerically propagated back into the sample volume. A decrease by a factor of 15 in the processing time was demonstrated for an imaging NA of 0.14.

ISAM and holoscopy reconstruction provide 3-D volume images focused over the whole imaging range. But these reconstruction techniques work well only when the sample has a uniform refractive index, the imaging NA is low, and defocus is the main problem. However, at a higher NA (>0.2), the effect of higher-order aberrations, such as spherical, astigmatism, coma, etc., becomes dominant. As a result, proper image reconstruction becomes difficult. A computational AO technique has been suggested to reduce higher-order aberration in the case of a phase stable point scanning FD OCT system. But this technique is based on an optimization method that is iterative in nature and increases the computational cost. Numerical complexity increases if the sample is highly inhomogeneous, causing variable aberration with depth. Recently, Kumar et al. proposed a digital aberration correction method, which is, in fact, a digital equivalent of a Hartmann sensor, to deal with variable higher-order aberrations in FF SS OCT. In this method, a 2-D FFT is performed on the aberated image field corresponding to a layer in the sample to get to the spatial Fourier plane, and then the Fourier data are segmented into small subapertures. 2-D inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) s on these segmented Fourier data yield images that are shifted with respect to each other due to aberrations. Cross-correlation of the intensity of these images with respect to a reference image gives shift data from which local slope information of the wavefront error can be calculated. Knowing the slope information, the wavefront error can be calculated using a suitable basis function, such as Zernike’s or Taylor monomials. Phase correction can then be applied digitally on the whole Fourier data and an aberration-free image is finally obtained in a single step by calculating the 2-D IFFT. Furthermore, it was shown that this method does not require any a priori knowledge of the system parameters. However, this method assumes that the data are uniformly distributed in the spatial frequency plane, i.e., the sample gives diffuse reflection on illumination, and also the spatial coherence is maintained over the FOV. This condition is usually fulfilled when spatially coherent light source is used to image tissue. Aberration corrections on a technical and a biological sample (grape) were demonstrated. Figure shows the SS FF OCT setup used by Kumar et al. and the results obtained by applying digital defocus correction on a grape sample.

FF TD OCT systems achieve cellular-level en face images over the depth of few hundred microns into the biological samples with histological-level image quality without the need to stain and histologically prepare the sample. The coherence gating provided by the broadband light source in combination with the confocal gating due to the use of MOs with high NA causes rejection of multiple-scattered
light and yields high-resolution images. FF TD OCT systems performing rapid thick tissue histopathology have been successfully commercialized.\textsuperscript{86} The axial-lateral parallel TD OCT system using an ultrahigh-speed camera has been shown to produce \textit{in vivo} X-Z cross-section images.\textsuperscript{102} However, due to the sensitivity limitation of the TD OCT configuration, and increased cross-talk due to multiple scattering with depth, the useful imaging range is limited to few hundred microns in tissue samples.\textsuperscript{102} The LF FD OCT systems have been shown to produce \textit{in vivo} images with higher sensitivity (>80 dB) over a longer imaging range.\textsuperscript{102} However, they suffer from problems such as cross-talk (speckle noise) due to multiple-scattered light affecting the lateral resolution, spectral cross-talk along the dispersion direction, and a drop in sensitivity at the edges of the images due to the Gaussian illumination. These problems can be mitigated by using a spatially incoherent light source\textsuperscript{93} with uniform illumination along the line and by improving the imaging optics. The FF SS OCT system has also been shown to produce \textit{in vivo} retinal images using an ultrahigh-speed camera.\textsuperscript{92} However, the sensitivity was limited to ~72 dB because of the low output power of the sweeping laser source used. Also, the coherent noise caused by backreflections from the lenses in the optical system, which is difficult to avoid in the FF OCT setup, causes reduction of the dynamic range of the detector.\textsuperscript{92} A lens-free holoscopy system combining wide-field digital holography with FD OCT has been suggested to mitigate this problem. Wide-field imaging allows for the collection of out-of-focus light and FD imaging provides easy access to the phase information of the detected signal. This enables numerical refocusing of out-of-focus signals beyond the Rayleigh range to produce 3-D image volume with uniform lateral resolution.\textsuperscript{102} A digital adaptive optics technique based on subaperture correlation has also been implemented in FF SS OCT to correct for higher-order aberrations that can occur in high-NA imaging of a non-uniform sample.\textsuperscript{102}

The use of an SS laser in the FF OCT setup has simplified the whole imaging system as no scanning of the sample is needed. The LF SS OCT requires scanning only in one transverse direction. LF and FF OCT setups employ a line and an area illumination onto the sample, respectively, and, hence, allow for a higher MPE limit as compared to any point scanning system where the illumination beam is focused into the sample. The use of higher power theoretically implies higher sensitivity even at higher speed when the exposure time is very short. Although the feasibility of parallelization of OCT for \textit{in vivo} imaging has been demonstrated, there are some serious challenges that need to be resolved in future to make it suitable for practical clinical applications. Due to parallelization, there is an inherent problem of cross-talk or speckle noise caused by multiple-scattered light. This makes FF SS OCT unsuitable for imaging tissue where multiple scattering is high. However, FF SS OCT may work for ophthalmic imaging where tissues are relatively transparent and multiple scattering is less pronounced. LF FD OCT or LF SS OCT is expected to suffer less from spatial cross-talk as compared to FF SS OCT as it rejects multiple-scattered light along the scanning direction. But, at present, there is no study that directly compares and quantifies the multiple-scattering effects in FF and the LF OCT setup. The use of multimode fibers with mode-mixing techniques has been suggested for destroying the lateral spatial coherence to reduce cross-talk.\textsuperscript{102} However, the destruction of lateral spatial coherence may destroy phase correlation over the FOV, which is necessary for holographic reconstruction of focused 3-D volume data or any digital aberration correction method. The use of programmable array illumination may be a viable option to separate signals from adjacent parallel channels in time and space to reduce cross-talk while preserving the phase correlation across the lateral FOV.\textsuperscript{102} But the feasibility of such a system for \textit{in vivo} imaging has to be tested in the future. There are other technological limitations such as the nonavailability of high-speed and high-power broadband commercial sweeping laser sources at 800 nm suitable for ophthalmic imaging using FF or LF SS OCT. Currently, the strongest bottleneck seems to be the commercially available ultrafast cameras that are economical in cost with low read noise when run at high speed.\textsuperscript{102} The reduced cross-talk advantage (along the scanning direction) of the LF OCT system over the FF OCT needs to be quantified in the future, and its application to skin tissue imaging needs to be
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**Fig. 3** (a) Schematic of the FF swept source (SS) OCT system used by Kumar et al. (b) A tomogram of the grape sample. (c) Three-dimensional (3-D) image volume with dotted line showing location of the tomogram shown in (b). (d) Enface image obtained at the depth of 424.8 μm in the grape sample indicated by arrow in (b). (e) Is the digitally focused image of (e) obtained using the algorithm described in Ref. 109. Figures are taken from Ref. 109.
investigated. However, for tissue imaging, an 1100 nm SS laser source would be needed, as this wavelength range enables reduced multiple scattering and deeper penetration into the tissue. Also, the commercially available fast CCD/CMOS cameras use silicon-based detectors, which have low sensitivity around 1100 nm. The InGaAs cameras have higher sensitivity around this spectral range, but, currently, they offer lower frame rates as compared to most CCD/CMOS cameras. It is hoped that with technological developments, these issues can be resolved and parallelization in OCT may turn out to be a viable option for imaging in the future.

4 Label-Free Optical Angiography

A shortcoming of OCT is its missing tissue specificity as its contrast mechanism is backscattering. Functional extensions of OCT have the potential to partially mitigate this drawback. They are, therefore, extensively investigated and received additional impetus by the recent technical advances in high-speed sensors and laser technology. Above all, Doppler OCT has matured during the last years to become a reliable method for quantifying blood flow in tissue, as well as for depth-resolved label-free micro-angiography providing unprecedented details of tissue capillary networks. In the following, the approaches for optical angiography are presented, and their advantages, applications, and still open questions are discussed.

The gold standard for performing angiography in the eye is fluorescence angiography (FA). In other organs, CT angiography or MR angiography are mostly used, as they give access to deep vascular structures within the body. Their disadvantage, which is shared with FA, is the need for administering contrast agents that might lead to adverse side effects for the patients. This hinders the possibility for the screening of large populations, which would be advantageous for detecting vascular-related diseases early on, with a huge socioeconomic benefit.

Optical angiography will not be able to change the imaging paradigm for deep vascular structures; however, for superficial vascular and microvascular plexuses, including retinal and choroidal vessels, the situation is very different. The eye itself can be seen as a window to the brain, as neural retinal tissue and its perfusion is directly accessible by optical means. Optical angiography based on OCT provides concise 3-D vascular maps that allow distinguishing between different retinal perfusion layers, and also the important choroidal vasculature. Especially, the development of new light source technology operating in the NIR region at ∼1 μm wavelength helped to improve contrast for deeper choroidal structures, as longer wavelengths experience less scattering. Apart from ophthalmology, there is also an increasing need and vivid interest to access vasculature and perfusion in dermatology. Recent work demonstrated the capabilities to contrast skin microvasculature in healthy skin as well as in different pathological alterations, including skin cancer. Most pathologies start in the superficial skin layers in the first hundred of micrometers that are easily accessible by OCT. There are characteristic vascular patterns that might, in the future, be used as biomarkers of disease. For deeper organs, such as the gastro-intestinal tract, or for head and neck diseases, specific delivery probes are needed.

Given the exciting prospects of OCT angiography, it has been the subject of active and proliferative research during the last decade. Early developments based on TD OCT include speckle and phase variance and power Doppler imaging. The disadvantages of TD OCT were, however, its limited sensitivity and speed for 3-D angiography. This changed with the introduction of FD modalities, which paved the way for the exciting developments in optical angiography that we see today. Methods based on FD OCT soon adapted the phase approaches from TD OCT. However, the differences of the data acquisition process and optical setup in FD versus TD OCT opened a large playfield for many new approaches to optical angiography. For example, spectrometer-based FD OCT suffers from fringe washout and sensitivity loss when imaging moving structures. Resonant Doppler OCT turns this apparent downside into an advantage when contrasting moving structures, by dynamically tuning the reference arm delay, matching speeds in both arms. Other approaches use spatial frequency filtering techniques, by making use of the fact that moving structures appear shifted in spatial frequency. Alternatively, one can operate on the Doppler histogram or use support vector machines operating on phase difference data. Advanced post-processing techniques to filter out vessel structures from static bulk can also operate directly on OCT intensity data. This has been successful for retinal vascular structures as well as for choroidal vasculature.

Employing dual-beam setups that probe the sample in parallel on laterally displaced positions enhances the sensitivity for contrasting vessels with a large range of velocities. Both beams scan the same spot after an adjustable time interval given by the lateral displacement and the scanning speed. The possibility of high-speed data acquisition with FD OCT certainly marked a breakthrough for optical angiography. High speed translated directly to smaller motion artifacts, which is important when visualizing small capillary structures, as well as for keeping signal correlation by dense sampling. The latter is of particular importance for high-quality vessel contrasting against static bulk tissue in many angiography approaches. Furthermore, high speed enables specific Doppler analysis methods, enhanced velocity bandwidth, as well as the possibility of using flexible scanning patterns to further increase the velocity sensitivity.

In general, flow contrast requires comparing two or more scans preferably taken at the same location. The velocity sensitivity of the contrasting technique scales with the time difference between the scans. Even though angiography aims not necessarily at quantifying the flow, it is important to observe a flow signature by looking either at phase differences, intensity, or speckle changes, or at changes of the full complex OCT signal. In order to observe signatures from small capillary flow, relatively long time intervals of typically a few milliseconds between acquisitions are required. They are equivalent to only few hundred scans per second. Obviously, at such an A-scan rate, the acquisition is too slow for in vivo volumetric imaging and would also be heavily affected by motion artifacts. On the other hand, with high-speed OCT, it is possible to achieve B-scan or tomogram rates of several hundred scans per second, which is exactly the timing needed for high-sensitive flow contrast, including the smallest retinal capillaries. Thus, instead of calculating signal differences between A-scans, one considers successive B-scans or parts of B-scans.

The most impressive results with optical angiography have been achieved when calculating the amount of signal decorrelation between two or more scans. As mentioned before, it is possible to observe decorrelation or variance of phase, speckle, or the full complex signal. An important factor, apart from the time interval, is the oversampling ratio, which is the number of A-scans per spot size of...
the scanning beam. Clearly, if the oversampling is too low, signal decorrelation will occur for all structures even without bulk motion, again degrading the blood flow contrast. This imposes important restrictions concerning the covered angular extent on the retina, as typical imaging times for a full volume should be kept to a few seconds. This is, of course, different if a tracking system is employed, allowing for stitching of several recorded volumes of smaller areas. In this case, the B-scan rate might even be slower, as long as the proper correlation between two acquisitions for the static bulk tissue is maintained.

The strategy for obtaining DOCT micro-angiographies with high motion sensitivity is displayed in Fig. 4. It is based on calculating signal differences between B-scans that are taken at the same vertical position. B-scan rates are typically a few hundred hertz. The signal changes are analyzed pairwise between adjacent B-scans in postprocessing. Averaging over several difference images taken from the same lateral position helps to obtain a motion contrast volume \( A(x, y, z) \) with improved vascular contrast and motion sensitivity:

\[
A(x, y, z) = \frac{1}{M(y)} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \left\{ \left[ \sum_{x,z} D(x, y_i, z) \right] < T \right\} \cdot D(x, y, z),
\]

where \( D(x, y_i, z) \) stands for tomograms that represent, in general, differences between either the intensity, the phase, or the full complex OCT signal of successive tomograms at the vertical position \( y \). The tomogram or fast scanning direction is denoted by index \( x \). It is, however, important to exclude the difference tomograms with excessive bulk motion artifacts due to involuntary patient motion. This is accounted for by using a threshold \( T \) for the average signal decorrelation across a full tomogram.

The number \( M \) of remaining average difference tomograms at each position \( y \), \( D(x, y_i, z) \), can be formally written as

\[
M(y) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \{ D(x, y_i, z) < T \},
\]

where \( N \) is the number of B-scans measured at the same position \( y \). The logic operation in the brackets [see also Eq. (1)] yields 1 or 0 for TRUE or FALSE, respectively. Easy to implement in particular for SS OCT is to analyze changes in the intensity signal. Phase sensitive analysis is strongly affected by trigger jitter, which can, in principle, be solved by using a hardware trigger provided by the source or a reference interferometer signal. However, if the source does not provide a k-trigger signal for synchronizing the acquisition, intensity-based imaging has clear advantages by being less complex. In order to contrast moving structures, one calculates differences between logarithmically scaled intensity tomograms taken at the same position \( y \), i.e.,

\[
D(x, y_i, z) = \log[I(x, y_{i+1}, z)] - \log[I(x, y_i, z)].
\]

Static tissue will ideally cancel out, whereas dynamically changing structures, which cause fluctuations in intensity or speckle, remain [Fig. 4(b)].

Most tissue has flat vascular network structures, which are usually best appreciated from en face views. They are obtained by integrating the difference signatures over selected depth ranges as shown in Fig. 4(d) for the inner retina capillary structures. The micro-angiography displays integrated capillary structures of the retinal nerve fiber layer down to the outer nuclear layer. The resulting fine vessel network in the parafoveal region allows for precise assessment of vascular density as well as of diagnostically important anatomical features, such as the size of the foveal avascular zone.

A closer look at Fig. 4 reveals, however, intrinsic artifacts of highly sensitive motion contrast techniques being signal tails or shadows below vessel cross-sections. They are due to phase
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(a) Recording scheme for Doppler OCT (DOCT) angiography. (b) Calculated 3-D DOCT angiography. (c) Taking the en-face projection by, e.g., plotting the maximum intensity results in comprehensive en-face angiography maps. (d) Dense choroidal vasculature obtained by integration over dashed depth region in (b).
and speckle decorrelation of light that needs to transverse the strongly scattering blood volume. Multiple scattering, together with the dynamic inhomogeneous refractive index distribution within the vessel lumen, causes phase as well as speckle decorrelation even for light backscattered from static structures below the vessel. Masking or weighting with the original intensity information can reduce this artifact, yielding clearer 3-D rendered angiography maps. An improvement of this artifact has further been accomplished by using Bessel beams for functional tissue imaging. SS OCT usually operates in the longer-wavelength region above a 1 μm central wavelength. Those wavelengths experience less scattering than the ones at 800 nm, allowing, therefore, for better contrast in deeper tissue layers. In ophthalmology, it is of increasing interest to achieve better contrast for choroidal structures that lie below the strongly scattering pigment epithelium [Fig. 4(d)].

Figure 6 demonstrates the performance of an intensity-based OCT angiography of a healthy human retina. The image has been obtained with a high-speed PDML SS OCT system, operating at a 1.06 μm central wavelength and achieving a 1.7 MHz A-scan rate. Such speed allows for close to 50 deg large FOV angiography maps of the retina in a fully noninvasive label-free fashion.

The possibility to assess the microvascular structure down to the level of capillaries opens exciting new perspectives in preclinical research, in particular for cancer research. Due to the easy label-free contrasting scheme, neovascular growth can be studied in situ over time. Figure 6(b) gives an impression of the level of detail achieved with phase variance OCT imaging. The angiography shows features such as satellite metastases that are not visible in the structural OCT image [Fig. 6(a)].

Figures 6(c) to 6(e) demonstrate the sensitivity gain by including the level of capillaries opens exciting new perspectives in preclinical research, in particular for cancer research. Due to the easy label-free contrasting scheme, neovascular growth can be studied in situ over time. Figure 6(b) gives an impression of the level of detail achieved with phase variance OCT imaging. The angiography shows features such as satellite metastases that are not visible in the structural OCT image [Fig. 6(a)].

The method performs equally well even in strongly scattering tissue like human skin. Figure 7 demonstrates the performance of contrasting micro-angiographic details for pathologic skin conditions. A case of basal cell carcinoma, being a nonmelanoma skin cancer, is shown. The gold standard in dermatology is histology or on observation of the temporal perfusion patterns. However, as a motion contrast technique, it does not detect dye leakage. This limits its application for diseases where vascular permeability is altered. Still, for choriocapillary vasculature, the missing sensitivity to leakage is, in fact, of advantage, as the choriocapillaris are fenestrated. This leaves the contrasting of choriocapillaris with fluorescence angiography more challenging due to dye leakage. Most studies of the choriocapillaris have, therefore, been based on postmortem histology or on observation of the temporal perfusion patterns.

Fig. 5 Wide field optical angiography over 48 deg. (a) Fundus projection of OCT intensity data. (b) Tomogram taken at indicated line in (a). The colors represent depth ranges for calculating angiography projections. (c) Color coded OCT wide field angiography. White box region is shown zoomed in inlay (from Ref. [42].
Knowledge about perfusion pathways is a first step toward understanding the metabolic need. Important additional information is certainly the oxygen consumption. This might be estimated via knowledge of oxygen saturation in the arterial and venous vascular tree. The most common approach for systemic oxygen saturation is pulse oximetry, which, however, is not spatially resolved. Oximetry based on differential spectroscopy, on the other hand, is a spatially resolved method that has been successfully applied to retinal vessels.\textsuperscript{153,154} Another approach combines Doppler OCT with hyperspectral imaging for assessing blood oxygenation in tumor vasculature.\textsuperscript{155} A relatively young biomedical imaging technique that uses absorption as a contrast mechanism is photoacoustic tomography (PAT) or microscopy (PAM).\textsuperscript{156} Multispectral PAM allows for calculating blood oxygen saturation even in strongly scattering neural tissue.\textsuperscript{157} It is, therefore, natural to combine OCT that yields high-resolution anatomic contrast and PAT/PAM that provide absorption or metabolic information. Hybrid imaging approaches with OCT are discussed in Sec. 5.

OCT angiography is a very promising functional extension of OCT that holds great potential for providing additional specific biomarkers of disease. In ophthalmology, the noninvasive and label-free alternative to FA might soon be adapted for commercial OCT platforms. The most important advantage, since no trained specialist is needed for dye administration or for operating the instrument, is the capability of frequent monitoring and large population screening. This is expected to reduce the number of invasive angiographies performed, to
help enhancing early diagnosis of major ophthalmic diseases, as well as to support the understanding of the pathophysiologic mechanisms behind them. In other medical fields, such as dermatology, neurology, cancer research, cardiology, or for endoscopic organ screening, its application is extensively investigated. Further improvement for the clinical applications may also be expected from improved calculation speed for real-time perfusion contrasting using graphics processing units. Without doubt, OCT angiography can be currently seen as the most successful functional extension of OCT that meets immediate diagnostic needs.

5 Multimodal Optical Coherence Tomography

5.1 Hybrid OCT with Fluorescence and Nonlinear Microscopy

There is a strong need to assess tissue structure and molecular information in vivo and in real time with high sensitivity and specificity to circumvent biopsy for improved cancer diagnostics and therapy. OCT provides high-resolution, cross-sectional large-area imaging of tissue microstructures in situ and in real time with several millimeters of depth penetration, but one major drawback of OCT is the lack of chemical selectivity, resulting in difficulty in differentiating between pathological and normal tissue with similar morphological or optical properties. To study biological tissue at a cellular level, higher resolution is needed. Confocal microscopy and multiphoton microscopy (MPM) achieve submicrometer resolution with penetration depth limited to several hundreds of micrometers due to severe scattering in biological samples. Compared to confocal microscopy, MPM uses NIR ultrafast lasers to evoke the nonlinear process; therefore, it does not require a pinhole for excluding out-of-focus fluorescence. Due to the use of longer wavelengths, higher penetration depths can be achieved. Ti:sapphire lasers are capable of simultaneously and efficiently addressing the needs for MPM and OCT, respectively, and permit the construction of a combined label-based and label-free imaging platform. Such a platform offers numerous benefits, such as the inherent 3-D sectioning capability, the deeper penetration depth into the sample compared to visible light, and the use of lower average power, which prevents photo damage and photo toxicity, making it an extremely interesting modality for live cell and in vivo imaging. The most common nonlinear optical modalities are two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPF), second harmonic generation (SHG), third harmonic generation (THG), and coherent Raman scattering. Each technology provides unique and complementary benefits. High axial and lateral resolution comparable to confocal microscopy without a pinhole can be achieved. Imaging can be performed with either two galvonometric mirrors to scan the beam across the sample or a scanning unit for point-by-point scanning. Filters and dichroic beam splitters are essential to avoid detection of the fundamental laser beam and Rayleigh scattered light. The nonlinear signal can be detected with a single-element detector [photomultiplier tube (PMT)]. TPF and SHG signals are generated simultaneously and can be collected with two photomultipliers. Distinguishing between normal and abnormal tissue types based on morphological and molecular composition will expand the range of noninvasive clinical diagnostic techniques. Noninvasively detecting both chemical and structural changes in healthy as well as diseased tissue can help to diagnose diseases at an early stage, long before structural changes occur. Linear and nonlinear chemically selective imaging methods, such as Raman scattering, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), or MPM, can be combined with OCT to enable molecular sensitivity in OCT and to simultaneously provide structural and functional information of the tissue. This can greatly boost biomedical applications, such as detecting early diseases and therapeutic interventions. Any single modality typically furnishes only an incomplete picture of the tissue optical response; hence, an approach that integrates complementary optical imaging modalities is needed for a more comprehensive nondestructive and minimally invasive tissue characterization.

5.1.1 Multimodal OCT and Raman

In Raman spectroscopy (RS), monochromatic illumination of a sample can lead to a small fraction of weakly scattered photons, indicating a frequency shift that is directly related to the vibrational or rotational states of the probed molecular bonds. RS is a label-free imaging technique because the signal is purely derived from the vibrational or rotational states probed in the material. A simple sketch of combined OCT/RS is shown in Fig. 8. The ability to use the structural information of OCT with subsequent RS from two independent modalities to identify early dental caries was demonstrated by Ko et al. Their research showed that the Raman peak sensitivity of enamel is dependent on the Raman sampling arrangement. Further, the obtained Raman spectrum from sound and carious enamel varied with the Raman sampling depth, resulting in difficulties in using RS alone to identify lesions. The additional data obtained from OCT were important for identifying critical related structural changes and depths for the RS, suggesting the usefulness of combining structural and chemical information.

Patil et al demonstrated a combined NIR OCT and Raman system with separate detection channels providing morphological and biochemical information for normal and malignant tissue characterization, including skin cancer. OCT/RS was performed on cancerous skin [basal cell carcinoma (BCC)] and normal skin. OCT alone was capable of indicating hyper-reflective and hypo-reflective features in both; hence, critical reflectivity features cannot be classified as malignant by OCT alone. However, the large morphological scan was used to guide the RS to a region of interest for obtaining biochemical information. A clear differentiation between malignant and normal tissue was achieved by the obtained Raman spectrum, which contained notable differences in specific wavenumber regions. The presence of BCC induced a stronger scattering intensity in the spectral bands associated with proteins (1330 and 1440 cm⁻¹) and nucleic acids (1090 cm⁻¹). The increase in the nuclear-to-cytoplasm ratio is often indicated with tumors in histopathology. In conclusion, the OCT/RS system was able to combine imaging

![Fig. 8 Simplified depiction of a combined OCT and Raman system.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
and spectroscopy for classification of similar morphological structures found in malignant and healthy tissues. Patil et al. also reported an integrated OCT/RS system using a deep-depleted, back-illuminated, thermo-electrically cooled CCD array as a single detector for both Raman and OCT, respectively.

Simultaneous OCT/RS with ex vivo human and porcine retinal samples was demonstrated by Evans et al. The OCT/RS measurements were performed under in vivo imaging conditions. To retrieve the Raman signal with an acquisition time of 200 ms, 4 mW was applied on the sample. In contrast, Patil et al. used 40 mW and 5 s, respectively, to obtain the Raman signal. The reduction of the source power and acquisition time implicated an impaired RS signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To correct for the drop-off in SNR, several Raman spectra from adjacent OCT A-scans were averaged. The simultaneous OCT/RS was able to distinguish the different structures in a polystyrene-polymer phantom, but it was not able to visualize the main retinal layers of the ex vivo human and porcine retinal samples due to the low SNR.

Ashok et al. performed a multimodal approach using RS and OCT successively from independent modalities to discriminate malignant colon from normal colon tissue. Their work was based on quantitatively combining the morphological information (OCT) and the biochemical information (RS) to enhance sensitivity and specificity. A texture analysis was performed on OCT data to quantify OCT images to further combine the texture parameters with the chemical information obtained by RS. Principal component analysis was used for both Raman and OCT, respectively, for classification. Table 2 shows the evaluated classification accuracy for each modality, demonstrating the potential of achieving accurate discrimination of malignant or normal tissue by combining both data sets.

All the work mentioned above demonstrated the advantage of combining RS with OCT. However, in each study, the obtained RS was volume integrated from different depths, resulting in an average RS outcome, which can result in difficulties in achieving a more detailed biochemical analysis for a given tissue. Khan et al. demonstrated a combined OCT/RS system capable of layered tissue analysis. Depth-resolved RS was achieved due to a confocal Raman configuration rejecting out-of-focus Raman scattered light. The performance of the OCT/RS system was validated with a paraffin-Acetaminophen phantom and promising results were also obtained on a mucosal tissue sample from goat. Biochemical maps from the epithelium and stroma were retrieved.

### 5.1.2 Multimodal OCT and CARS

CARS is a four-wave mixing (FWM) process where three incident fields (pump photon $\omega_p$, Stokes photon $\omega_s$, and probe photon) interact with the sample to generate a fourth blueshifted anti-Stokes field with frequency $\omega_{as} = \omega_p - \omega_s + \omega_p$. When the frequency difference of the pump and Stokes photon matches a molecular vibrational resonance $\Omega = \omega_p - \omega_s$, the CARS signal is enhanced, making CARS a coherent label-free chemical specific imaging modality.

In molecularly sensitive OCT, CARS was used for nonlinear optical contrast enhancement. The contrast enhancement was obtained with a method called NIVI. The interferometry setup for molecularly sensitive OCT is based on a conventional OCT setup. However, NIVI differs from conventional linear interferometry. A second wavelength-shifted beam is needed to generate the CARS signal. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9 (left), a regenerative amplifier is used to create a pump pulse for the sample arm and to pump the SHG optical parametric amplifier (OPA). The OPA creates two pulses, a Stokes pulse for the sample arm and a coherent anti-Stokes pulse for the reference arm to cause interference with the CARS signal retrieved in the sample arm. Molecularly sensitive OCT imaging of a biological sample was performed from a thin lipid-
dense layer of beef tissue sandwiched between two glass slides. The CARS signal was retrieved from a lipid resonance at 2845 cm\(^{-1}\), as shown in Fig. 9 (right).

5.1.3 Multimodal OCT and MPM

There is a great interest in combining MPM with optical coherence microscopy (OCM). A typical schematic of a combined platform is shown in Fig. 10. In OCT and OCM, imaging contrast is due to the difference in refractive index of different tissues. For many applications, changes in the sample linear scattering properties are small and difficult to measure. MPM provides biochemical and metabolism information which is related to nonlinear effects based on the simultaneous interaction of two or more photons within a molecule related to higher order susceptibilities. Hence, multiphoton excited fluorescence and/or harmonic generation provide molecular contrast and specificity with submicron resolution. The theoretical estimation of the lateral resolution can be derived from the Rayleigh criterion and the axial resolution is referred to as the depth of focus of the illuminating beam. For a high-NA objective, the axial resolution can be estimated as approximately three to four times its lateral resolution. The integration of OCT and MPT in a combined setup allows for depth-resolved high-resolution structural and functional imaging and is demonstrated in many biomedical and clinical applications.

The concept of TPF was first described by Göppert-Mayer in 1931 and first observed after the invention of the laser to achieve the high photon flux density. It is a three-stage process of photon emission by a molecule or fluorophore. The probability of a two-photon absorption occurring

Fig. 11 In vivo clinical MPT/OCT in basal cell carcinoma in the dorsal forearm. (a) and (c) Two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D OCT of normal skin. (b) and (d) 2-D and 3-D OCT of basal cell carcinoma. (e) Histology of excised basal cell carcinoma after imaging. (f) MPT of normal skin at different depths. (g) MPT of basal cell carcinoma. MPT was acquired in the center of 3-D OCT. SC, stratum corneum; SG, stratum granulosum; SS, stratum spinosum; DEJ, dermalepidermal junction, and PD, papillary dermis.
in a fluorophore is extremely low. Hence, a high photon flux density is required. NIR femtosecond lasers have sufficient peak intensity to enable a high probability for two or three photon excitations raising the fluorescent molecule into an excited state. TPF can be detected from exogenous contrast agents like ICG or green-fluorescent protein (GFP). Label-free two-photon imaging is possible by selecting targeting intracellular molecules such as NADH and flavins. This approach is usually called two-photon autofluorescence imaging. Features extracted from NAD(P)H and keratin autofluorescence in TPF images have been used to differentiate between normal, precancerous, and cancerous squamous epithelium. The potential of molecular imaging with multiphoton excitation fluorescence was first demonstrated in 1998 by the scanning of chromosomes in dividing cells (LLC-PK-1; American Type Culture Collection) stained by cellular DNA labeled with a UV excitable fluorescent stain (Hoechst 33258) and a mode-locked dye laser. Although TPF has enhanced our knowledge on how cells behave within intact tissue environments, it still has limitations inherent to fluorescence microscopy. It can only visualize fluorescing features with the FOV of a few hundred microns. Label-free MPM is also possible via three-photon processes and can be used to image tryptophan and serotonin.

Unlike TPF, SHG is a parametric process which does not involve photon absorption and emission. It only occurs in noncentrosymmetric molecules when the electric field of the excitation light is strong enough. Due to the intense laser pulse, a nonlinear polarization is generated. SHG is the lowest-order nonlinear optical process in which second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility is responsible for the generation of light at the second-harmonic frequency. The quadratic power dependence of SHG on the refractive index provides better optical contrast for imaging tissue structures than conventional linear reflectance microscopy. The first biological SHG imaging experiment dates back to 1986, showing the orientation of collagen fibers in a rat tail tendon. Imaging can be performed with a single widely tunable NIR femtosecond laser. The successful combination of SHG with OCT was first reported in 2004 with an ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser with 110 fs pulse duration. Two collagen layers were sandwiched among glass slides. Since then a vast number of implementations by other groups have been reported. Collagen is the most abundant extracellular structural protein of the vertebrate body, making up ~6% of muscle tendons. Collagen, in the form of elongated fibrils, is mainly found in bone, cartilage, skin, blood vessels, tendon, and cornea. Due to its longevity, it constitutes a prominent target of structural modifications usually associated with various physiological processes, such as diabetes, renal diseases, aging, and cancer.

THG occurs even in centrosymmetric structures and can visualize interface heterogeneities as well as myelin sheaths in studies of the nervous system in animal models. Since SHG and THG do not excite coupling of electronic levels, photobleaching can be suppressed, enabling observation of structures over extended periods. Squier et al demonstrated THG microscopy with dynamic living specimens for the first time in 1998 with a 100 fs excitation pulse at 1.2 μm and 250 kHz repetition rate resulting in a signal at 400 nm arising from the cytoplasmic streaming and stmotlith movement of the chara plant rhizoids. Both are parameters for the vitality of the plant.

A number of groups have demonstrated a multimodal OCT and nonlinear optical imaging platform with Ti:sapphire lasers to obtain structural and biochemical information from tissue. Beaufraire et al were the first who demonstrated the potential of TD OCT and TPF microscopy with an ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra Physics, Santa Clara, California) with a pulse duration of 80 fs and 82 MHz repetition rate. The possibility of coupling functional and structural imaging based on the different contrast mechanisms derived from fluorescence and backscattered light was demonstrated in vivo with a drosophilia embryo transfected to express GFP in its cell nuclei. Furthermore, the combination of OCT and fluorescence spectroscopy has been reported for diagnosis of carcinoma in esophageal and cervical tissue by Kuranov et al. Pan et al were the first who reported an experimental study enhancing efficiency and sensitivity of early bladder cancer diagnosis with an aminolevulinic acid hydrochlorid (ALA) fluorescence-guided endoscopic OCT for ex vivo rat bladder imaging in the rat model. In vivo bladder imaging was performed as well. Jiang et al used a femtosecond laser pulse with 110 fs pulse duration and 76 MHz repetition rate to generate second-harmonic signals from collagen harvested from rat tail tendon sandwiched among glass slides and combined it for the first time with OCT. This technique added contrast and enhanced the resolution of OCT due to the strong dependence of SHG on molecular and tissue structures. In the same year, Yeh et al combined OCT with a superluminescent diode centered at 1310 nm and MPM with an ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser (150 fs, 800 nm) in two separate systems and compared it with histopathology to monitor laser thermal injury and subsequent wound healing in organotypic, skin-equivalent tissue models. The in vitro skin-equivalent rat tissue model was composed of dermis with type I collagen and fibroblast cells and epidermis of differentiated keratinocytes. High-resolution MPM imaging using SHG revealed alterations in collagen microstructure organization with subsequent matrix reconstruction. Fibroblast cell migration in response to injury was monitored by MPM using TPF. Vinegoni et al reported an integrated microscope that combined SD OCT, TPF, and SHG signals to allow for simultaneous acquisition of structural and functional information based on a single Ti:sapphire laser with a 60-nm bandwidth and 80-MHz pulse repetition rate (Femtolasers, Vienna, Austria). An average sample power between 1 and 10 mW was focused with a 20 × 0.95 MO onto fibroblast cells transfected with GFP-labeled vinculin and stained with a nuclear dye (Hoechst 33342). Also, dynamic cell-scaffold interactions under more physiological 3-D conditions and in vitro smooth muscle tissue from a transgenic GFP mouse were studied.

A noninvasive dual-modality imaging system was demonstrated that incorporated OCT and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) capable of simultaneously characterizing the 3-D tissue morphology and its biochemical composition into a single optical system for the first time. Arometer-based OCT based on a SLD centered at 830 nm provided high-resolution morphological volumetric tissue images with an axial and lateral resolution of 7.3 and 13.4 μm, respectively was combined with a pulsed Q-switched triple Nd:YAG laser for excitation. The multispectral FLIM based on a direct pulse-recording approach (upon 355 nm laser excitation) provided 2-D superficial maps of the tissue autofluorescence intensity and lifetime at three customizable emission bands with a 100-μm lateral resolution. Both systems shared the same excitation/illumination optical path to facilitate the coregistration of OCT volumes and FLIM images. The
developed OCT/FLIM system was capable of a maximum A-line rate of 59 kHz for OCT and a pixel rate of up to 30 kHz for FLIM and was validated with standard fluorophore solutions and subsequently applied to characterize two biological tissue types: postmortem human coronary atherosclerotic plaques, and in vivo normal and cancerous hamster cheek pouch epithelial tissue. Sets of biomarkers in a Syrian hamster cheek pouch model of epithelial cancer were identified. OCT provided morphological information for cancer, including thickening of the epithelial layer and loss of layered structure, and FLIM provided chemical information, including increased nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and reduced collagen emission, to discriminate benign lesions. Additional lifetime characteristics provided a better quantification of tissue biochemistry, as lifetime measurements can resolve fluorophores with overlapping spectra, such as collagen and NADH. The fluorescence signal was detected with a microchannel plate-PMT and simultaneous multispectral time-resolved fluorescence detection was achieved by separating the fluorescence emission in three bands to selectively quantify the fluorescence emission of collagen (390 ± 20 nm), NADH (452 ± 22.5 nm), and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD, 550 ± 20 nm).

Multimodal OCT setups were also used to investigate the eye. Dobrev et al. developed a dual-channel OCT-ICG fluorescence system based on an ophthalmic OCT confocal imaging system with the confocal channel tuned to the fluorescence wavelength range of ICG. A SLD was implemented to visualize en face OCT slices and corresponding ICG angiograms of the ocular fundus simultaneously, demonstrating the potential for a more complete view of the pathologic conditions in ocular diseases. A combined nonlinear optical microscopy and OCM imaging system based on an ultrabroad bandwidth Ti:sapphire laser (sub 10 fs) was used to measure the mechanical and microstructural response of the central cornea from New Zealand white rabbits postmortem. Autofluorescence and SHG imaging were performed to image cornea anatomy in normal and diseased states and to characterize the collagen microstructural response to changes in intraocular pressure. A trimodal microscope with MPM, OCM, and OCT for multiscale and multicontrast imaging was demonstrated in leaves and fish cornea samples (cf. Fig. 3) by a sliding for rapid scanning over a large area and a high-resolution zoom-in for cellular-level structures on regions of interest. Cross-sectional OCT over millimeter FOV and en face high-resolution MPM with submicrometer resolution from the same sample position could be obtained by switching the focusing objective. All layers of a fish cornea were imaged at a frame rate of ~100 frames/s with OCT and cells and collagen fibers were visualized at a frame rate of 0.4 frames/s. Dai et al. demonstrated in a proof of principle study with an ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser simultaneous OCT and autofluorescence microscopy to address biomolecules like lipofuscin. Ex vivo ocular tissues and a rat retina in vivo were successfully imaged. A single 12 fs broadband (100 nm) source (Femtolasers) was used to combine three-channel MPM and OCT in a single platform by Tang et al. The ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser was dispersion compensated to simultaneously provide short pulses necessary for efficient MPM excitation and the broad bandwidth required for high-resolution OCT. MPM and OCT channels were coregistered with a lateral resolution of ~0.5 μm and an axial resolution of ~1.5 μm, showing the potential of providing simultaneous functional and structural information from cells and an extracellular matrix with a 3-D organotypic epithelial tissue model. SHG revealed information about the cellular and extracellular collagen matrix, the autofluorescence signal added information from the cell body of fibroblasts and OCT visualized the internal structure.

Yazdanfar et al. demonstrated a trimodal microscope for multifunctional imaging of endogenous contrast by combining the functionality of OCM, TPF, and SHG in fluorescent microspheres and ex vivo skin tissue. A combined instrument of two imaging modalities to acquire information on the cardiac function in larval Drosophila melanogaster was demonstrated. The imaging platform was able to sequentially provide cross-sectional OCT and C-scan laser scanning fluorescence microscopy images with a SLD and a continuous-wave solid-state laser (FDC488, JDSU, Milpitas, California) operating at 488 nm, where the major excitation wave of GFP is located. With this dual-imaging system, the heart could be easily located and visualized within the specimen and the change of the heart shape in a cardiac cycle could be monitored.

Various laser sources were integrated into multimodal MPM and OCT to optimize the performance for such platforms. Since the skin and eye are easily accessible with OCT, many studies were related to the skin or eye. A dual-spectrum laser source based on fiber continuum generation in combination with a widely tunable Ti:sapphire laser was used for in vivo OCT and TPM high-resolution tissue imaging to target a broader range of fluorescent markers. Jeong et al. proposed a combined TPF and OCT using individually optimized sources. TPM was performed with a Ti:sapphire laser and provided molecular and cellular information. OCT was performed with a swept source centered at 1300 nm and provided simultaneous large-area screening of simple microsphere specimens to demonstrate the spatial coregistration in the small intestine and ear tissues of mouse models ex vivo. König et al. reported the first clinical study with a variety of skin diseases and disorders, such as skin cancer, psoriasis, hemangioma, connective tissue diseases, pigmented lesions, and autoimmune bullous skin diseases. Two different OCT systems were combined with MPT and dermoscopy to provide 2-D color images of the skin surface. A stack of cross-sectional OCT wide-field images with a typical FOV of 5 × 2 mm² gave fast information on the depth and volume of the lesion. MPT provided 0.36 × 0.36 mm² horizontal/diagonal optical sections within seconds of a particular region of interest with superior submicron resolution down to tissue depths of 200 μm. The clinical diagnostic potential of this multimodal MPT/OCT system in dermatology had been demonstrated in a further study by acquiring sequential 3-D MPT and OCT images of various dermatological disorders (cf. Fig. 4). Recently, a combined MPT/OCT system capable of simultaneously acquiring high-resolution OCM and MPM was demonstrated in a single platform to enable simultaneous acquisition and coregistration for in vivo skin imaging and dynamic imaging of blood flow in capillaries. A widely tunable ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser was used to excite the endogenous proteins NADH and FAD at 760 nm. A part of the Ti:sapphire laser beam was launched into a photonic crystal fiber for high-resolution OCT for structural imaging. Furthermore, in vivo 3-D multimodal optical imaging was used to search for evidence of epidermal regeneration by bone marrow (BM)-derived cells during various skin repair processes. In vivo imaging was demonstrated for visualizing GFP BM-derived cells in the skin, as well as for detecting collagen in the dermis layer. OCT structural and...
microvascular imaging was demonstrated for assessing the state of skin following wounding and grafting. This study demonstrated the potential of in vivo multimodal imaging to contribute to a better understanding of the general mechanisms by which skin regeneration is influenced by BM-derived cells. Since multimodal imaging without an endoscope or fiber delivery probe is mainly limited to cell, skin, and ocular imaging, thorough efforts have been undertaken to integrate an endoscope or build a fiber delivery probe. Pan et al.\(^{185}\) suggested that an ALA fluorescence-guided endoscopic OCT could enhance the efficiency and sensitivity of early bladder cancer diagnosis and demonstrated in animal studies that the specificity of fluorescence detection of transitional cell carcinoma was significantly enhanced by fluorescence-guided OCT. Tumlinson et al.\(^{198}\) have demonstrated a combined miniaturized OCT and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy imaging catheter for in vivo mouse colon imaging to monitor the disease progression in mouse colon longitudinally and to identify colorectal adenomatous mouse colon disease. OCT images showed significant changes in mucosal layer thickness and loss of visibility of tissue boundary lines between healthy and diseased tissue. Similarly, the LIF spectra of healthy and diseased tissues were distinguishable by the emissions at 405 and 680 nm. The autofluorescence signal measured by LIF provided biochemical information that was correlated to a dietary metabolite. Co-registered OCT and MPM enabled simultaneous imaging of tissue morphology and molecular information of mouse intestinal tissues at high resolution (10 \(\mu m\)) over a 2 to 3 mm FOV with the potential for small animal imaging and clinical imaging. A fiber-based multimodal imaging system that combined MPM with FD OCT simultaneously was suggested.\(^{199}\) It consisted of a fiber laser centered at 1.04 \(\mu m\), fiber couplers, and a double-clad fiber and was tested with a thin slice of fixed rabbit heart. OCM and MPM shared the same excitation light path in the core of a double-clad fiber. The OCM signal was collected by the core without significant losses and the MPM by the clad of the double-clad fiber with 20% collection efficiency. Xi et al.\(^{209}\) reported a compact all-fiber-optic scanning multimodal endomicroscope capable of simultaneous OCT and TPF imaging. Both imaging modalities shared the same miniature fiber-optic scanning endomicroscope consisting of a double-clad fiber for the 1310-nm swept source for en face OCT and a 1550-nm light source (passive mode-locked) for TPF. The endomicroscopy system was used to image in vitro cell cultures and ex vivo tissue with ICG as fluorescence dye (cf. Fig. 13).

Multimodal and multiscale imaging has found widespread biomedical applications and will further advance with improved optical probes. It can be used to increase the understanding of the molecular and functional changes associated with disease progression. TPF, SHG, THG, and CARS can be seamlessly integrated into a single, unified microscopy platform and OCT can easily be added to obtain complementary structural and functional information within tissue samples and cells. The progress of multimodal optical imaging platforms has been facilitated by advances in ultrafast laser technology, high-performance specialized optical filters, and high-sensitivity detectors. Proper coregistration is needed for large-area prescreening with zoom-in function for chemical specific information.

### 5.2 Dual-Modality Optical Coherence Tomography and Photoacoustic Imaging

Having been clinically readily investigated and applied in ophthalmology\(^{210}\) and intravascular imaging\(^{211}\) for over a decade,
OCT has gained great success, and has become even more successful with the ever increasing imaging speed and finer imaging depth. OCT’s contrast is also hampered. In order to overcome these disadvantages, efforts have been made to combine OCT with other imaging modalities, such as MPM (Ref. 216) and confocal fluorescence microscopy (CFM) (Ref. 217), but both MPM and CFM use fluorescence as the contrast mechanism and cannot give OCT any extra imaging depth. Some advanced OCT modalities, such as Doppler OCT (Ref. 218) and polarization-sensitive OCT (Ref. 219), can generate fluid flow information and bring extra differentiation capability by exploiting the birefringence of biological samples, but the inherent contrast stemming from OCT and the imaging depth limit set by the scattering tissues are yet to be breached.

Compared to the well-developed and mature optical imaging modality OCT, photoacoustic imaging is a relatively novel imaging modality that has attracted much research interest in the past decade. Photoacoustic imaging uses the photoacoustic effect—a certain chromophore absorbs a short laser pulse’s energy; this absorbed energy is partially converted to heat; then under thermoelastic expansion, the heat is further converted to a local pressure rise and, hence, an acoustic wave—the photoacoustic wave; by detecting the laser pulse-induced photoacoustic waves, one can reconstruct in 3-D the chromophore distribution in the illuminated volume (Ref. 220). Different from OCT that detects backscattered light, photoacoustic imaging detects acoustic waves. Since the photoacoustic waves are inherently broadband, detection of different bandwidths of the photoacoustic wave can generate a variety of different imaging depths ranging from several hundred micrometers by submicron-resolution PAM (Ref. 218) to the centimeter level in whole-body illumination PAT with a resolution of ~100 μm. A table comparing OCT and photoacoustic imaging is given below in Table 3 for a brief comparison of some important features of these two modalities.

From Table 3 we can see that OCT and photoacoustic imaging systems have distinctive but complementary contrast mechanisms. While most PAM imaging systems have imaging depth comparable with that of OCT, PAT systems can image beyond the optical diffusion regime. In optical-resolution PAM (OR-PAM) (Ref. 221), the lateral resolution is determined by the focal spot size of the excitation laser beam, therefore, it is comparable to that of OCT. The complementary information of these two modalities makes it interesting to compare the results for the

### Table 3  Comparison of OCT and photoacoustic imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>Photoacoustic imaging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contrast mechanism</strong></td>
<td>Difference in tissues’ optical scattering properties</td>
<td>Difference in tissues’ optical absorption properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Imaging depth</strong></td>
<td>~2 mm</td>
<td>~0.42 to &gt;10 mm depends on implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lateral resolution</strong></td>
<td>Diffraction limited, generally within a few tens of micrometers</td>
<td>from ~0.5 to &gt;100 μm depends on implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Axial resolution</strong></td>
<td>Determined by laser source, generally within 10 μm</td>
<td>Determined by the detected photoacoustic wave bandwidth, generally several tens of micrometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Imaging speed</strong></td>
<td>Video rate</td>
<td>Generally slow due to either transducer raster scanning speed or excitation laser pulse repetition rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
same sample imaged by these two methods. Multiple studies have employed these two techniques for the same object using separate OCT and photoacoustic imaging systems, such as the study of chemically induced bovine cartilage osteoarthritis where OCT provides the general structural background and OR-PAM shows the locations of clefts and fissures in the cartilage due to osteoarthritis or the zebrafish exocrine pancreas imaging where an FD OCT system gives the morphological background of the adult zebrafish, while PAT resolves the fluorescent protein (FP) labeled exocrine pancreas and the blood vessels (cf. Fig.14), or the clinical test of port wine stain (PWS) depth by using OCT to measure the epidermal thickness and using photoacoustic imaging to test the epidermal-to-PWS distance.

All these reports justify the benefits of combining these two imaging modalities together. This section reviews the various implementations of dual-modality OCT/photoacoustic imaging system designs, their characteristics, and their applications in biomedical studies, as well as the technical challenges of the dual-modality systems and their potential applications.

5.2.1 Implementations of dual-modality OCT/photoacoustic imaging system

Due to the various submodalities of OCT and photoacoustic imaging, different implementations of OCT/photoacoustic imaging systems have been tested and published. In this section, three major categories are reviewed, namely OCT/photoacoustic endoscopy, OCT/PAM, and OCT/PAT, each having unique features and applications.

Combined OCT/photoacoustic endoscopy. Driven by the increasing need for internal body imaging, OCT endoscopes were introduced in the 1990s and demonstrated their feasibility in inner cavity imaging. This specific type of OCT has since undergone a series of improvements in terms of miniaturization, imaging speed, and safety. Compared to OCT endoscopy, photoacoustic endoscopy has suffered a prolonged development phase due to the technical challenges of the comparatively thick multimode fiber’s flexibility as well as the detection of photoacoustic waves by miniaturized probes. Real in vivo photoacoustic endoscopy imaging was accomplished only recently. Despite these challenges, a few designs of combined OCT/photoacoustic endoscopes have been tested, as are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. One major difference between the two designs is how the excitation light for photoacoustics and the OCT sample beam are delivered to the sample. In Fig. 15, we can see that the excitations for photoacoustic imaging and the OCT sample arm are delivered by separate fibers while an ultrasound transducer takes additional space in the probe design. This design makes the outer diameter of the endoscope 5 mm. Compared to the design shown in Fig. 16, Fig. 16 uses a combined OCT/photoacoustics probe, of which OCT and photoacoustic imaging share the same light delivery fiber to the sample. The use of a gradient index (GRIN) lens and a prism pair enables the ultrasound transducer to be mounted right on top of the prism pair and reduces the probe diameter to 2.3 mm.

Fig. 14 (a) and (b) are photoacoustic tomography maximum intensity projection (MIP) images of a zebrafish expressing E2-Crimson in its exocrine pancreas imaged at 611 nm and 640 nm, respectively; (c) and (d) are OCT MIP and B-scan images of the same fish, respectively; (e) is an epifluorescence image showing the E2-Crimson labeled exocrine pancreas (red) overlaid with the E2-Crimson distribution calculated from photoacoustic images. G: gills; EP: exocrine pancreas; K: kidney; H: heart; S: spine; DF: dorsal fin; PF: pectoral fin; OP: opercular; E: eye; M: muscle; SB: swim bladder; O: oocyte; L: liver; IT: intestinal tracts.

Fig. 15 Design of a combined miniaturized OCT/photoacoustic endoscope head. (a) Sketch of the general design. (b) Photograph of the OCT fiber, photoacoustic illumination fiber, and the transducer, respectively. (c) Relative placement of the probe. (d) Side view of the probe head.
With a few to several hundred micrometer lateral resolution of the photoacoustic part achieved from the design in Fig. 15 and an SNR of 25 dB for the photoacoustic part in Fig. 16, along with a mechanically scanned stepper motor for 2-D and 3-D imaging, these two dual-modality OCT/photoacoustics miniaturized probes are tested by imaging ovarian tissue and mouse ear, respectively. However, the imaging speed is quite limited by the use of a stepper motor. Unlike the circumferential cavity images quite often seen from OCT endoscopic studies, these two studies gave only traditional B-mode images. The imaging speed, sensitivity, and, hence, application are quite limited for these preliminary prototypes.

**Combined OCT/PAM.** Several different implementations of OCT/PAM dual-modality imaging system have been introduced since 2009, including an SD OCT system combined with a transmission mode OR-PAM system, an SD OCT system combined with a laser scanning optical resolution PAM (LSOR-PAM) system, and a dual-modality system in which OCT and PAM use the same NIR supercontinuum laser source or the same visible laser source. Two representative designs are given in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b).

The resolutions of the system in Fig. 17(a) for OCT are 20 μm laterally and 6 μm axially, while those of the LSOR-PAM are 2.8 and 23 μm.

Using a laser source with a much wider bandwidth and proper focusing, the OCT resolutions in Fig. 17(b) reach 5 μm laterally and 5.9 μm axially. A 75 MHz central frequency ultrasound transducer in the second generation (G2) OR-PAM system shown in Fig. 17(b) was able to achieve a lateral resolution of 5 μm, the same as that of the OCT system combined with it, and an axial resolution of 14 μm. The use of a pair of scanning mirrors to direct the PAM excitation beam, which is given in the schematic of Fig. 17(a), enables this system to perform fast scanning over a sample. This is compared to the design in Fig. 17(b) that uses linear stage for scanning a better choice in regard of imaging speed. However, the G2 OR-PAM design in Fig. 17(b) uses a rhomboid prism and an acoustic lens to maximize the sensitivity and the FOV can also be much larger than that of Fig. 17(a).

The OCT/PAM systems, represented by the designs shown in Fig. 17, have been applied in in vivo studies, such as the metabolic rate of oxygen in mouse ear, the neovascularization in 3-D porous scaffolds, epilepsy mapping with high temporal and spatial resolutions and dual optical contrasts, and retinal imaging in rats. Results of the OCT/PAM imaging of the neovascularization in mouse ear is given in Fig. 18 as an example.

The OCT/PAM systems can well demonstrate the advantages of the dual-modality imaging system by the comparable resolutions of OCT and OR-PAM, the similar imaging depth of 1 to 2 mm, and the complementary optical imaging contrast. With the help of a spectroscopic PAM system, which is capable of extracting the concentration of a certain absorber and the fluid flow rate that can be calculated by Doppler OCT, OCT/PAM systems can be used not only in morphological and angiogenesis studies, but also in functional and dynamic biological studies.

**Combined OCT/PAT.** As is reviewed in the previous section, OCT/PAM generally cannot exploit the depth advantage of photoacoustic imaging. Also, LSOR-PAM has the inherent problem of a very limited FOV within only several square millimeters, and G2 OR-PAM is limited in imaging speed by the...
slow mechanical scanning. Although fast B-mode scanning is made possible by using a voice coil for OR-PAM (Ref. 239) and is applicable in a combined OCT/PAM system, it only enables fast scanning in a certain frame. To fully use the beyond optical mean free path feature of photoacoustic imaging, and to enable a large FOV with coregistered OCT/photoacoustics dual-modality imaging, an OCT/PAT system was introduced and tested in vivo. Since this report, the system has been further developed and an SS OCT system with higher bandwidth has been incorporated with the optical detection whole-bodyillumination PAT system. The newest design of the system is given in Fig. 19. The working mechanism of the optical detection PAT system can be found in Ref. 222. In brief, a multimode fiber (green line in Fig. 19) delivers the excitation pulse to illuminate the whole sample sitting on top of the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) sensor, where distilled water is used as the acoustic couplant. The interrogation beam from the telecom wavelength continuous wave laser probes the FPI sensor in a point-by-point manner and detects the acoustically modulated reflectivity change. This detected modulation linearly correlates to the intensity of the photoacoustic waves, and by using 3-D PAT reconstruction algorithms, the absorber distribution can be mapped in 3-D. For the SS OCT system, a dual-balanced detector (DBD1) is used to compensate for the jitter of the swept source, while DBD2 can extract the interferogram for further postprocessing and image reconstruction. Both systems are controlled by homemade LabVIEW control applications.

This OCT/PAT system has an FOV that is limited only by the size of the FPI sensor, which, in this case, is 3 cm × 5 cm. The sensitivity of the SS OCT part of the system achieves 95 dB. While the imaging depth of SS OCT does not go beyond a few millimeters, the PAT part gives an effective penetration depth of >5 mm in soft tissue. Though sub-100 μm resolution is achievable both axially and laterally for the PAT part, due to the low repetition rate of the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) used in our system (50 Hz), a scan step size of 100 μm is generally applied to reduce the imaging time. Since the imaging time is two orders of magnitude different between the two modalities, the OCT/PAT system runs in a sequential order. The results of in vivo human palm imaging using an OCT/PAT system are given in Fig. 20. From the human palm imaging results, we can see that the vasculature is very well resolved by PAT, including detailed branching information. At the same time, OCT shows the stratum information of skin and the layers in the skin can be distinguished from the OCT B-mode image. The en face projection images and the 3-D volume renderings of the fused OCT/PAT images perfectly demonstrate the dual optical contrast and complementary information feature of OCT/PAT. They also illustrate the large scanning area easily achievable by using the optical detection mechanism for photoacoustic imaging.

5.2.2 Challenges of OCT/photoacoustic imaging

Having drawn research interests over the past few years, combining OCT and photoacoustic imaging still has some challenges to overcome. The very first one is the imaging speed mismatch. In order to perform real-time functional studies of dynamic biological processes, and also to reduce motion artifact, imaging speed is very critical. OCT, with faster sweep sources coming to the market and newer wavelengths being introduced, has no problem when combined with photoacoustic imaging to reach video rate over a large scanning area. However, mechanical scanning of the probe head or the fast scanning available only in single slices for the photoacoustic imaging drags down the imaging speed of the combined dual-modality system. Although LSOR-PAM claims fast scanning speed, the effective FOV is very limited. The obliquely positioned in vivo human palm imaging results (a) to (c) and OCT (d) to (f) showing chronic vasculature and scaffold/tissue construct. The scaffolds can be seen in the OCT images clearly while the blood vessels stand out of the background in the PAM images. The arrowheads indicate scaffold degradation caused pore size increase.235

![Maximum amplitude projection (MAP) images of OR-PAM](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
Unfocused ultrasound transducer further reduces the sensitivity of the photoacoustic part when combined with OCT. Though 2-D fast scanning, using a focusing transducer in its focal spot in the reflection mode OR-PAM has been reported and the small focal spot can be mosaicicked to form a larger FOV. It has to use a comparatively low-bandwidth ultrasound transducer for its relatively larger focal spot size, which in turn reduces the achievable axial resolution dramatically that is acoustically determined. Also, the nonuniform piezoelectric response of the low-bandwidth transducers to the photoacoustic sources in their focal spots makes it difficult to normalize the signals acquired in the FOV and, hence, is problematic in spectroscopic applications, where it is necessary to extract chromophore concentrations in photoacoustic imaging. The OCT/PAT system suffers the same imaging speed issue due to the low repetition rate of OPO with only 50 Hz currently. Therefore, OCT/photoacoustic imaging systems with the features of real time and large FOV can be a future direction. The second challenge could be the combination of different submodalities of OCT with photoacoustic imaging. Currently, TD OCT, SD OCT, and SS OCT have been tested to combine with different photoacoustic systems. One study already showed the benefit of using Doppler OCT with PAM for the metabolic rate of oxygen measurement. But in their system, the water tank has to be tilted for the flow rate measurement. Newer three-beam Doppler OCT if it can be combined with PAM, will make the measurement of flow rate easier without a priori knowledge. Polarization-sensitive OCT combined with PAM or PAT is also of special interest due to the extra contrast that can be retrieved by polarization-sensitive OCT. If the detection of the optical detection whole-body illumination PAT system can be parallelized, meaning a line’s or a field’s photoacoustic waves can be detected simultaneously, then combining line-field OCT or full-field OCT or OCM with PAT will revolutionize the imaging speed and enable simultaneous functional OCT/photoacoustic imaging.

5.2.3 Outlook of OCT/photoacoustic imaging

As a hybrid imaging modality, OCT/photoacoustic imaging brings the benefits of OCT and photoacoustic imaging together. Although facing a few technical challenges, the application of OCT/photoacoustic imaging, from endoscopy to whole-body tomography, still has a lot to explore. Not only would it be potentially powerful in all the biomedical, preclinical, and clinical fields where OCT and photoacoustic imaging have been investigated, knowing that OCT has already been reported for biometric identification studies. OCT/photoacoustic imaging may also be used in biometric applications. In summary, in light of the new laser sources, new detection methods, and new applications, OCT/photoacoustic dual-modality imaging is highly expected to get more and more research and application interests in the years to come.
6 Summary and Outlook

Although ultrahigh (axial and isotropic) resolution and ultrahigh speed for OCT have been demonstrated on a research level, there is still some time to wait for their commercialization—especially for the latter one. Particularly for the wavelength region above 1 μm, it seems that SS technology has significant potential for enabling OCT imaging speeds beyond 400 kHz—up to 1 MHz. Therefore, seven different state-of-the-art SS technologies have been reviewed in this article. A recently developed akinetic, all-electronic swept source promises the highest flexibility and unprecedented performance among its peers along with the features of being cost-effective and compact. The optically pumped VCSEL-based swept source offers by far the longest coherence length and fastest sweep range of commercial sources. To make it commercially attractive, though, electrically pumped VCSELs with identical specifications as the optically pumped ones are a necessity. FDML technology is unique for ultrahigh speed and high optical output power OCT research applications—its widespread commercialization is still unclear at this point in time. There is, at the moment, only one company offering MEMS-based swept sources in five wavelength regions with very competitive specifications. Parallelization of OCT detection based on LF and FF OCT—preferably swept source based—or digital holoscopy might increase OCT scanning speed even further in an efficient, quasi-akinetic (scanning free) manner. Camera technology (line and area), especially in the wavelength region above 1 μm, has to improve (especially in terms of speed and noise by maintaining sufficient pixels) and become more cost-effective to commercialize these technologies, though.

Although numerous functional and contrast-enhanced extensions of OCT have been developed, they have had limited clinical impact so far as compared to pure morphological OCT systems. This is related to the fact that functional tissue information is inherently more challenging to quantify and reproduce. One recently emerging, contrast-enhancing technique—also referred to as phase variance, speckle correlation based label-free optical coherence angiography—has great potential for providing additional specific diagnostic information. Already highly established in ophthalmology, this technique is being extensively investigated, at the moment, in other clinical applications, such as in dermatology, neurology, and cancer research, in general.

Multiscale, multiresolution imaging promises to be the future of biomedical and clinical diagnosis, enabling multiscale 3-D morphologic and functional imaging at different resolutions.
in order to accomplish morphofunctional performance, i.e., the fusion of anatomic and functional imaging at the cellular or even molecular resolution level. Optical imaging, on the other hand, has the potential to enable low-cost, noninvasive, accurate, rapid alternatives in order to address global medical needs, addressing noninvasively to minimally invasive optical imaging from molecular to (sub)cellular to individual organs enabling point-of-care diagnosis. Having already gained broad acceptance in ophthalmic diagnosis, OCT is being comprehensively investigated in other clinical fields, too, such as in cardiology, dermatology, and gastrointestinal as well as oncologic imaging, in general. However, despite the various efforts to improve OCT’s performances, its scattering-based contrast mechanism has limited OCT in certain respects, e.g., visualization of subcellular tissue morphology and extraction of biochemical and, in general, molecular tissue information due to its lack of sensitivity to absorption. Therefore, incorporating OCT with other imaging modalities into a hybrid platform has become a hot topic in optical imaging with the ultimate challenging goal to provide easy-to-use, cost-effective optical technologies with higher sensitivity and specificity and to enable a step-change in diagnostics for a range of diseases. Among them, hybrid OCT/MPT, OCT/nonlinear microscopy/spectroscopy, and OCT/photoacoustic imaging are under vigorous investigation, with each of them bearing unique complementary features and potential applications. Unfortunately—especially for nonlinear optical microscopy and photoacoustic imaging—light sources are still based on expensive, large footprint, not extremely reliable (as compared to OCT light sources) technology that can mainly be used and maintained by high-level specialists. Hence, core photonics technology for optical imaging still has to be developed focusing on a reduction in size, reliability, ease-of-operation, and cost-effectiveness as well as the capability to supply more than one imaging modality. Cost reduction would facilitate widespread application throughout the healthcare system, thereby enabling earlier diagnosis, which, in turn, means earlier treatment in the disease process and an improved prognosis.

Other application-oriented hurdles that have to be overcome with multimodal OCT imaging include the inherent limitation of (nonlinear optical) microscopic techniques suffering from small FOVs providing only tunnel vision—in terms of clinical diagnosis. In addition to time-intensive postprocessing-based mosaicking and stitching of smaller FOVs resulting in a sufficiently large one, prescanning with macroscopic techniques (OCT) over a large FOV with subsequent zooming in at the subcellular/biochemical (with, e.g., MPM) or even label-free molecular-level nonlinear optical microscopy (Raman, CARS, or stimulated Raman scattering) on the suspicious areas seems to be a clinically viable way. The clinical impact of nonlinear optical microscopy is still under scientific investigation, although dermatologic and, recently, endoscopic diagnosis, lipid detection for cancer diagnosis, pharmacokinetic applications, as well as improved detection of tumor borders show significant clinical promise.

Hybrid photoacoustic imaging and OCT are an exquisite example of combining two modalities with complementary, synergistic visualization performances: OCT being based on scattering depicts tissue morphology and photoacoustic imaging being sensitive to absorption reveals endogenous or exogenous chromophore-based contrast. In addition, the latter one offers the ability to quantify chromophore concentrations, e.g., oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin and, therefore, oxygenation or melanin concentration. Hence, oncologic applications investigating angiogenetic factors as well as a better understanding of tumorogenesis seem to be promising applications.

Combining OCT with complementary optical imaging modalities offers higher sensitivity with modalities enabling high specificity (best of both worlds) and, therefore, fulfilling diagnostic requirements. Furthermore, critical parameters (imaging speed, penetration depth, resolution, as well as biochemical/molecular sensitivity) are significantly improved, which is essential for the successful introduction of a new diagnostic standard.

### Appendix Basic Terminologies and Key Performance Parameters in Optical Coherence Tomography

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems are usually based on the Michelson interferometer. The light from the source is split by a beam splitter into the sample and the reference arm. The interference of the backreflected light from the sample and the reference mirror is then captured by a detector. OCT systems can be broadly classified as follows (Fig. 2).

#### A1 Time Domain OCT

In this case, a broadband light source is used. Due to the low coherence of the light source, the interference signal is obtained only when the optical path length of the sample and reference arm is matched to within the narrow coherence length. The reference arm is then scanned to match the optical path length of the reflections from within the sample. The recorded interference signal at different depths or relative time delays between reference and sample is then demodulated to generate a reflectivity depth profile or A-scan.

#### A2 Fourier Domain OCT

In this case, the spectrum of the interference signal is detected. Fourier domain (FD) OCT can be further classified as spectrometer-based and swept source (SS) based. In the case of a spectrometer-based system, a broadband light source is used and the interference signal is split into different optical frequencies using a diffraction grating and detected by a one-dimensional (1-D) CCD array as shown in Fig. 3, whereas in case of a swept source-based system, the interference signal is detected by a photo diode as the spectrum of the light source is scanned with a narrow instantaneous line width in time. The detected intensity spectrum is then Fourier transformed to obtain the depth-resolved reflectivity profile (A-scan) of the sample as shown in Fig. 4.

The key technological parameters associated with the OCT are described briefly below.

#### A2.1 Axial/Longitudinal Resolution

In OCT, the axial resolution depends on the coherence length of the light source. The coherence length is the spatial width of the field autocorrelation measured by the interferometer. Since the light travels twice the distance to a given sample arm interface, OCT axial resolution is given by the round trip coherence length, which is half the standard coherence length. The envelope of the field correlation is equivalent to the Fourier transform of the power spectrum. The axial resolution is, therefore, inversely proportional to the spectral bandwidth of the light source as

\[
\Delta z = 2 \ln(2) \Delta \lambda^2 / (\pi \Delta \lambda),
\]

where \( \Delta \lambda \) is the FWHM bandwidth.
and \( \lambda_o \) is the center wavelength of the light source (assuming a Gaussian spectrum, refer to Fig. 21).

**A2.2 Lateral/Transverse Resolution**

Lateral resolution in OCT is independent of the bandwidth of the light source and, hence, independent of the axial resolution. It is limited by geometrical optics constraints of the sample arm design, given by Abbe’s criteria of the lateral resolution \( \Delta x = 0.61 \lambda_o / \text{NA} \), where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens.

**A2.3 Depth of Focus**

It is dependent on the NA of the imaging optics. It is twice the Rayleigh range \( z_R \), given by \( 2z_R = 2 \lambda_o n / \text{NA}^2 \), where \( n \) is the refractive index of the sample. Hence, increasing the NA increases the resolution (see above) but decreases the depth of focus quadratically. Thus, in OCT, a compromise has to be found between the lateral resolution and the depth of focus.

**A2.4 Imaging Depth**

In the case of FD OCT, it depends on the center wavelength \( \lambda_o \) and the spectral resolution \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{full}} / N \), given by \( z_{\max} = \lambda_o^2 N / (4n \Delta \lambda_{\text{full}}) \), where \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{full}} \) is the total bandwidth of the light source and \( N \) is the number of spectral data points. In the case of TD OCT, the imaging depth is given by the reference arm travel range.

**A2.5 Detection Sensitivity**

OCT, being an interferometric detection technique, boosts the weak backscattered optical field by effectively multiplying it with a strong reference field. In the shot noise limit, the power signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance of the OCT system is given by \( \text{SNR} = 10 \log(\eta P_s / E_p B) \), where \( P_s \) is the power at the detector backscattered from a single interface in the sample arm, which is proportional to the A-scan peak height, \( B \) is the bandwidth of electronic detection, \( \eta \) is the photodetector efficiency, and \( E_p = h v \) is the energy of the photon associated with the center frequency \( v \). \( P_s \) is assumed to be much lower than the power from the reference arm. Sensitivity in OCT is defined as the inverse minimal sample reflectivity, which leads to an SNR of 1, i.e., \( \Sigma = 1 / R_{\text{min}} \text{SNR} = 1 \). In the case of SS OCT, assuming a single sample reflector, the total power associated with the peak value of the interferometric portion of the A-scan after Fourier transform is, by Parvesal’s theorem, half the sum of the power associated with each spectral point. In order to obtain an A-scan peak, \( N \) instantaneous sample exposures are done by an illuminating swept source if \( N \) spectral points are recorded. In the case of time domain (TD) OCT, the power associated with the peak value of an A-scan is due to a single exposure. The instantaneous exposure power (under the constraint of ANSI exposure) in the case of SS OCT can be same as in TD OCT. Thus, the power \( P_{\text{ss}} \) associated with the peak value of an A-scan in the case of SS OCT is about \( N \) times the power \( P_{\text{td}} \) associated with the A-scan peak of TD OCT. Usually with bandwidth \( B \) being same for both TD and SS OCT (17), and \( N \geq 1024 \), a sensitivity advantage of \(-20 \) to \(-30 \) dB is obtained for SS OCT over TD OCT. In the case of a spectrometer-based system, the detection of the spectral interference signal is done with a 1-D CCD array as shown in Fig. 21. The A-scan in this case is acquired by a single exposure as opposed to the case of TD OCT, where reference arm scanning is required. However, the total power is distributed among \( N \) channels of the spectrometer. Thus, the power associated with the peak after Fourier transform is \( P_{\text{sd}} = P_{\text{ss}} / N \). However, the bandwidth \( B \) in this case is reduced by a factor \( 1 / N \) (17), and therefore, the effective SNR is same as in the case of SS OCT. The bandwidth can be related to the

![Fig. 21 Schematic of different OCT modalities. OCT systems can be classified into time domain (TD) and Fourier domain (FD) systems. FD OCT systems can be divided into spectrometer based and swept source based systems.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
exposure or A-scan time $\tau$ as $B = 1/(2\tau)$. Hence, we see that FD OCT systems have 20 to 30 dB of sensitivity advantage over a TD OCT system.

Obviously, there is a tradeoff between the electronic bandwidth or the data acquisition rate and the SNR. Faster data acquisition speed results in degradation of SNR. Furthermore, for the shot noise limited performance, an optimum optical power output from the light source is required for sample illumination. However, the power of the illumination is restricted by the maximum permissible ANSI exposure limit. Thus, there is a limitation to the maximum power that can be applied during the shot exposure time of a high-speed OCT system. Hence, the OCT system design should be optimized according to the optical power limitations and data acquisition speed requirement.

### A2.6 Depth Penetration

OCT imaging at different wavelengths can be used to enhance tissue contrast and penetration, as well as to measure scattering or absorbing properties of various pigments and structures. Tissue scattering and absorption properties are strongly dependent on tissue morphology, such as cell and nuclei size, shape, and density, as well as the physiological state of certain chromophores. Hence, OCT penetration depth is significantly affected by light scattering within biological tissue, which is scaled as $1/k^2$, where the coefficient $k$ is dependent on the size, shape, and relative refractive index of the scattering particles (14). The difference in tissue scattering, which usually dominates over chromophore absorption, provides structural contrast for OCT. Most biological tissues absorb in the visible and near-IR wavelength range because of the presence of hemoglobin and melanin. In the range between 0.8 and 1.8 $\mu$m, scattering and water absorption are the predominant mechanisms limiting image penetration depth. Since scattering depends strongly on wavelength and decreases for longer wavelengths, significantly better image penetration depth can be achieved with light centered at 1.35 $\mu$m than at 0.85 $\mu$m. It has been shown that the optimum wavelengths for imaging in opaque biological tissues are in the range of 1.3 to 1.5 $\mu$m. In this range, imaging depths of 1 to 2 mm can be achieved (14). An exception is human retinal imaging, where water absorption becomes dominant due to the ocular media. There, the optimum wavelength is either between 750 and 850 $\mu$m, or in the region of 1.06 $\mu$m. Water absorption becomes dominant for wavelengths $>$1.8 $\mu$m. A strong water absorption peak at $\sim$1.43 $\mu$m can also reduce the spectral width of a broad bandwidth light source centered at 1.3 $\mu$m as a function of depth in biological tissue, since most soft tissues have 50 to 90% water content. Hence, by choosing the center wavelength and bandwidth of the OCT light source from within the range of 500 to 1500 nm, axial resolution and contrast as well as penetration may be adjusted to the imaging procedure and medical application.
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